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TDA MISSION STATEMENT
TDA is the unified voice of deer enthusiasts who seek to share
ideas and methods to improve management and harvest of deer.
TDA is a Texas deer organization that cares for the welfare and
health of deer herds and methods to improve deer quality and
hunting quality in Texas. We, as the TDA, are working toward
better conservation, appropriate regulations and improving the
overall quality of deer herds in Texas.

TDA PURPOSE AND GOALS
- To promote wise
management of deer,
recognizing that hunting and
management are lifelong
enterprises;
- To be a repository and
clearinghouse of accurate
and high quality information
and knowledge;
- To promote deer herd
health and quality through
research, technology,
and flexible management
practices;

- To improve the image
and awareness of deer
management and harvest
through public education;
- To promote research
and technology regarding
improvements to deer herds
through the practice of
controlled breeding and
genetic improvements;
- To share research findings,
management techniques and
harvest strategies with the
membership of TDA; and

- The deer-breeding industry
is relatively new to Texas, but
data from a 2017 Texas A&M
University Economic Impact
Study indicates it has a $786.9
million annual economic
impact in Texas, equivalent
to the state’s rice and citrus
industries.The industry’s
economic contributions,
especially to rural areas,
tourism, real estate, wildlife,
game and land management,
are beginning to be noticed,
not only in Texas, but in
states across the nation.

- To increase quality hunting
opportunities for Texas
hunters.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

IN THE WAKE OF THE STORM...

G

enerally speaking, it’s pretty poor form to put off a task until the last minute, but in this case it worked
out for me. This—my first “Letter from the President”, was due more than a week ago. As you all know,
our world has been turned upside down since that day, the event was named “Harvey”. It has been
Harvey’s aftermath that has delivered a beautiful epiphany to me. You see, before this devastating natural
disaster, I had spent weeks and months trying to formulate a plan to bring this industry together: to form
unity, to set aside our differences between industry members, affect teamwork and mutual respect, to love
and respect one another despite our differences, and to be one.
To that end… thank you, Harvey! In the days following the landfall of Harvey, deer breeders and Texans in
general were devastated with horrific wind and flood damage ranging from the Corpus Christi area, across
the Coastal Prairie, to the vast metropolitan area of Houston and its oaks and prairies, to the Piney Woods
of east Texas, back down to the Western Gulf Coastal Plains and Beaumont. Total devastation for some…
an opportunity to be compassionate human beings and heroes for others. Unity happened, just like that:
more easily and more quickly than anyone would have imagined. We were blessed with the most fantastic
outpouring of teamwork I have ever experienced. If you were in harm’s way, your phone rang. Guaranteed.
I’m proud to say Texas deer breeders are some of the most self-sufficient, resilient human beings on earth,
so most of you said you were fine, but we all knew beyond the shadow of a doubt, that an army of friends
could be summoned to our front gates on a moment’s notice. You were part of something greater than an
industry, you were a loved member of a family named the Texas Deer Association. An amazingly generous
and capable family of landowners, stewards, outdoorsmen and conservationists. We all—collectively—had
your back, and you had mine.
Unity within the deer industry is not just a dream of mine, it is the ultimate success and future of our
nation-leading, captive deer breeding industry here in Texas. Our diversity in Texas is our strength. We
have very large, technologically-advanced, successful breeding operations focused on deep pedigrees and
maximum antler inches. We also have equally advanced operations trying to produce perfect 220” typicals.
We, too, have weekend warriors (like me) producing quality deer for personal enjoyment, and other various
combinations ranging from breeders with pure Texas bloodlines, to others sporting genetics from across
the nation. They are all magnificent in their own way. I love them all, we need them all. I, and the Texas Deer
Association, need YOU… ALL OF YOU.
To those of you in Harvey’s path, I hope your pens are drying out, your families are finding some normalcy,
and your deer are now basking in the hot summer sun. I am truly sorry for your losses.
To the rest of you, thank you from the bottom of my heart, heroes all. On this day we are one, we are united,
and we are a team. Let’s celebrate our unique differences, hitch up the team and plow some ground. I am
humbled by the opportunity to serve each of you for the next two years, and in the words of American hero
Randy Beamer....”LET’S ROLL!”

Mark Hubbard
President, Texas Deer Association
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE

DISCRIMINATORY DECISION BY TEXAS
BIG GAME AWARDS DIVIDES HUNTING
COMMUNITY AND ALIENATES HUNTERS

E

arlier this year, the Texas Big Game Awards, run by the Texas
Wildlife Association, changed its rules to exclude some deer
from its scored entries. Their announcement stated that
they would no longer accept entries from release sites for 5 years
following the last release date, which will affect all pen-raised and
Trap, Transport, Transplant (TTT) deer. The TTT program allows
deer and other animals to be moved from areas with excess animals
to areas with lower numbers, and requires a Wildlife Management
Plan approved by the state. The release of pen-raised deer onto
private hunting ranches is also overseen by the state.
One of the stated goals of the Texas Big Game Awards is to
recognize the achievements of young and new hunters. Yet this
move by the Texas Wildlife Association will have a detrimental effect
on hunting, particularly youth hunting, by stigmatizing legitimate
hunting experiences.
Billed as a move to “refocus on the TGBA’s objectives”, this is
clearly a political stunt to alienate thousands of ranches across the
state. And to what purpose? And with what cost to the future of
hunting?
It is unfortunate that these awards would make such a decision
based on pure bias. We need to be encouraging more people to
hunt not creating division within our hunting community. Young
and first-time hunters will be disproportionately affected by such a
decision, as game ranches are a primary sponsor of youth hunting
experiences in Texas. Why did the big game awards feel like they
can say the trophies of those children and many first-time hunters
don’t matter?
Certainly, Texas deer breeders are no strangers to discrimination
by groups such as the Texas Wildlife Association, who has long
been involved in effort to disparage and delegitimize our industry.
This is yet another example of the condescending bias that assumes
there is only one way to hunt… their way.
These types of heavy-handed decisions actually call into question
TWA’s relevance as a stakeholder in a robust Texas wildlife and deer
management economy, as they are actively trying to undermine
the real stewards at the table – the private property and business
owners of Texas.
Since our founding in 1999, TDA’s efforts to promote the future
of Texas’ whitetail heritage have been unparalleled. We are leading
the way in the deer industry as the largest organization in the state
(and in the nation) dedicated to protecting the rights of both the
landowner and the hunter—and we are doing this while supporting
your right to hunt your way.
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We are proud to defend hunters’ freedom of choice, and
denounce recent fear-based propaganda spread by an elitist group
with a specific agenda--one that is driven by financial motives
without consideration for what is best for Texas landowners and
hunters.
Harsh rhetoric? Perhaps. But it is time for Texas sportsman
to sit up and take note of the groups who claim to “recognize
the importance of our hunting heritage” while actively trying to
undermine it at the same time.
Join with me in appealing to the sponsors of the Texas Big Game
Awards to disavow this change to the 2017 contest rules. Let them
know you feel it is discriminatory. After all, a deer is a deer, whether
it is harvested on public land or private property. Why create
needless restrictions that will ultimately divide our community and
discourage hunting?
A list of contest sponsors may be found here: https://www.texaswildlife.org/resources/news/texas-big-game-awards-announcesnew-rules-for-2017-18-season
I look forward to the day when wildlife groups work together to
support hunting. We when can agree that a deer is a deer, whether
it is legally harvested on managed lands, public land, low-fence,
high-fence, or anything in between. When we can celebrate the
successes of the next generation of hunters, instead of telling them
that their trophies don’t count. Until then, we must remain vigilant
against those who politicize our Texas hunting season based on
their own personal bias

Sincerely,

Patrick R. Tarlton
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A picture’s worth a thousand words.
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Lodge Creek Whitetails

Proven Performers
for Bigger Bodies and Antlers
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HARVEY BROUGHT ITS WORST…
TEXANS BROUGHT THEIR BEST
BY TDA STAFF

A

ugust of 2017 will go down in history as the month
that would change the landscape of our state forever.
Hurricane Harvey blew into Texas at Rockport, before
continuing East up the coast line and parking over southeast
Texas. It began to rain—such an interminable downpour the likes
of which had not been witnessed in generations. Live were lost,
homes were lost, equipment was lost, but hope was never was,
thanks to the thousands upon thousands of volunteers across
the state who have reached out to make all the difference in
the world to their fellow neighbor. That Harvey hit our state is
a tragedy, indeed. But it has also given us the opportunity to
shine as beacons of generosity, love, friendship, and showing the
world just what it means to be a Texan.
“The degree to which TDA members stepped up to the plate
to offer resources, equipment, donations, or even lodging at
their own ranches has been tremendous,” said Patrick Tarlton,
executive director of the Texas Deer Association. We’ve
witnessed such an outpouring of support from memberships,
and we were ready and willing to pass that on to any who found
themselves in a difficult situation after Harvey,” said Patrick.
In addition to calling through its entire list of members, TDA
quickly created #DeerRelief—an online database that allowed
members to either offer assistance or to seek it out from other
members.
“In the deer industry, we aren’t just competitors, we are
family. I’m proud of the way our Association jumped into action
to create #DeerRelief for Hurricane Harvey victims,” said TDA
President Mark Hubbard. “Since its creation, hundreds of people
have accessed our link, giving us the ability to connect with
members from every portion of the affected areas of Texas.”
A number of TDA board, former board, staff and membership
set out to deliver in-person assistance during the darkest days
of Hurricane Harvey and its aftermath. These hometown heroes
selflessly have given of themselves and their resources to try and
help their fellow Texans. From helping clear debris in Rockport,
helping at an evacuee processing center in Vidor, to driving
boats in Beaumont, to directing supplies and managing centers
in Cleveland to flying supplies to communities completely cut
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off by flood waters all over southeast Texas, our members have
stepped up to the plate to do their part.
“Harvey may have hit us with its worst, but we are pushing
back with our very best,” said Hubbard. “And TDA members and
staff are leading the way, every step of the way.”
The path to rebuilding will lives, facilities, businesses, and
normalcy will certainly take months, perhaps even years. But
TDA is committed to helping out deer breeders every step of
the way.
If you or someone you know in the deer business has been
impacted by Hurricane Harvey, please ask them to visit us at:
https://texasdeerassociation.com/hurricane-harvey-relief-fund/
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HARVEY STORIES FROM
TDA MEMBERS…

Photo courtesy of Representative Ernest Bailes

“We started off in Houston then ended up near Beaumont.
We flew blood for the Red Cross and delivered meals to
Galveston. Then we went down near Beaumont and helped
with search and rescue and driving cattle. On the last day,
we were shuttling doctors and medical personnel… there
were people that were personally calling for help that were
stranded. They would search for helicopter companies and I
would pop up. I was getting so many calls from people that
were stranded or in knee deep water needing to get out.
We went out to help on our own accord. When you come
home you really appreciate the small things that you take for
granted. Everything you see today… tomorrow and the next
day, 10 feet underwater…”

- Dustin Johnson

Photo courtesy of Cuatro Strack/Dustin Johnson

“I Live in El campo which is on the west side of the Colorado
River, and was helping in and around the town of Wharton. On
the 30th, we were thinking there would be need for additional
support whether it was airboats or helicopters. So I rounded
up a group of people that were willing to help... Brandon
Harrell showed up right after daylight and we started with
four helicopters and by end of day we ended up with seven.
Dustin Johnson, Ryan Ashcraft with Ashcraft Aviation out of
Bay City, Brandon Harrell with Harrell Whitetails, Roy Brosig
with Cedar Ridge Aviation, Gideon Carmichael with Pork
Choppers Aviation, Kurt Ilse with Silver Star Aviation, Toby
Holland with Sulphur Creek Helicopters, Joseph Myer with
Flying J Services, Charles Short with South Texas Helicopters,
and Clint Radley helped out on Friday.
I just felt like something needed to be done…The outpouring
of support from the guys that were not from the area came
down and performed at the top of their game to help people
that they didn’t know. Texans helping Texans. So many people
appreciated them coming. It was neat to see these guys and
fly with them. These guys dropped what they were doing…
You knew that God’s hand was in all of this for them to come
down and help the way that they did.”

Photo courtesy of Chase Clark

- Cuatro Strack
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“We are all over southeast Texas helping the veterans
impacted by Hurricane Harvey - Kountze, Lumberton, Nome,
Orange, Bevil Oaks, Sour Lake, etc. Our OATH Hurricane
Harvey Reaction Team has been removing ruined furniture,
appliances, hardwood floors, carpet, padding, sheetrock,
paneling, anything in the home that needs to be removed.
My biggest take-away from the experience is to simply not
take anything for granted. This could have easily been any
of us, and as we count our blessings that our home was not
flooded, our hearts also break as we help our veteran brothers
and sisters clean out their homes so they can start anew.
Other than the sheer devastation, what surprised us most
was the attitude of the veterans we have helped. They’ve
had every reason in the world to be down or pessimistic,
but each one we encounter has an attitude of optimism and
motivation. They are truly worthy of our admiration as they
fight this battle!!!”

- Gary Bartels

Photo courtesy of Cuatro Strack/Dustin Johnson

“We were stuck in our county for the first two days because of
flooding. It came up so fast that people were still in their homes.
We focused most of our time in Liberty County coordinating to
get loads. For the first week it was no state or federal aid for
the first week. We spent time from the distribution locations
to driving through on air boats assessing the district. I served
more of dispatch. We were able to get 25-30 loads of donations
and disperse them around at different locations, predominantly
worked with the commissioners and local churches.
The sheer devastation of impact despite the plans that have
been in place for so long was the most surprising part. But the
ability of the community to come together in a time in need…
from neighbors to people across the state coming together to
get resources to these people in their time of need. Within hours
of the flood waters rescinding, volunteers were in churches
ripping up the carpet and making it so that it could be used as a
shelter. We were getting donations from places and people we
don’t know. People were taking groceries and food from their
own freezers to feed the shelters.

Photo courtesy of Cuatro Strack/Dustin Johnson

Plum Grove’s Fire Department were the ones who were relocating the individuals in the shelter that flooded and their
personal trucks, gear and equipment flood in the fire station.
Those individuals who lost everything continued to work, and
are still working today.”

- Ernest Bailes

Photo courtesy of Chase Clark

Photo courtesy of Cuatro Strack/Dustin Johnson
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TAKE A LOOK INSIDE THE
BIGGEST DEER SHOW IN TEXAS!
BY TDA STAFF
Photos by Tina Russell with Shot of Whimsy

AUSTIN, TEXAS—The Texas deer industry is alive and well, as
evidenced by the incredible turnout and record-breaking deer
sales during the 19th annual Texas Deer Association Convention!
After experiencing two of the toughest years ever faced by the
industry, this year’s convention proved that the industry is in the
midst of a tremendous rebound.
The annual convention is the hallmark event of the year for
TDA and its membership. Each convention is carefully planned to
include a balance of education, information, fun and fellowship,
while offering access to exhibits offering high-quality products
and services. Ours is the biggest deer show in the nation, and it
is our utmost goal to make it an enjoyable and informative event
for all deer enthusiasts.
This year’s event led off with the meeting of the National
Cervid Congress on Thursday morning, bringing together
representatives of the various associations across the nation to
discuss issues affecting the deer industry. After that, a panel
discussion on “Wildlife, Biology & Breeding” informed members
about the latest trends and topics in the deer management
world. After the kickoff lunch and Executive Director’s address,
participants could enjoy the exhibits in the hall until the afternoon
seminars begin. We were thrilled to have Mike Robinson, highlyregarded UK game chef, presenting deer butchering tips and
cooking prep ideas. Also enjoyed by members was the MLDP
seminar and the legal update. The first-ever legislative panel
was hosted with dinner Thursday evening, featuring a candid
discussion with Senator Craig Estes and Representatives Ernest
Bailes, John Frullo, Larry Gonzales, Lance Gooden and Lyle
Larson. We appreciate their participation and the update on
the 85th Legislative Session. The evening closed with the auction
benefitting the legal fund, which raised more than $55,000 to
aide in our battle for the right to ownership for our deer.
Friday morning opened with the annual state-wide
membership meeting, which saw record attendance. We were
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also pleased to offer a Family Hunter Safety Certification class
sponsored by Texas Parks & Wildlife that day to benefit our
TDA families! The “Make Deer Breeding Great Again” seminar
was a tremendous success, providing a look at innovative
industry tools to keep deer operations on the cutting-edge
in technology and organization. The featured speaker at the
luncheon was Texas Comptroller Glenn Hegar, who presented
on the growth in the Texas economy and industry predictions
for the future. TDA was also proud to host a Continuing
Education Veterinarian Seminar this year for all our member
vets. Leading the way to assist veterinarians in understanding
the complexities of practicing cervid medicine, TDA teamed up
with the Texas Veterinary Medical Association (TVMA) Cervid
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Committee to bring representatives from the Texas State Board
of Veterinary Medical Examiners, the Drug Enforcement Agency,
the Texas Pharmacy Board, TVMA, and the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. This event was a tremendous success and one that
we hope to repeat in the future.
Friday’s highlight was, of course, the Superior Genetics
Deer Auction, which brought in a record amount–more than
$820,000. Featuring some of the very best genetics in the
nation, this event exceeded all expectations in scope and sales.
The evening closed with the Hoffpauir Group/TDA Ultimate
Sportsman’s Auction and Raffle, where more than $200,000
was raised!
Saturday began with exclusive exhibitor time followed by a
solid slate of morning speakers, including Kerry Davis, Founder
of Dark Angel Medical, and Texas Agricultural Commissioner
Sid Miller. The TDA Select and Platinum Sale was the focal point
of the day and did not disappoint. Raising a combined total of
more than $1.3 million, this auction blew the top off last year’s
earnings.
Before the Grand Auction began, TDA drew for the winner
of its very first “cover model” buck contest! STRR Buck-n-Doe
Ranch of Greenville took home the prize, and will be featured in
the upcoming issue of TRACKS magazine! The other big winners

of the evening were Billy Sage who won the Harley Davidson
motorcycle and Drake & Ginny Heller who took home the prize
in the Can-Am raffle! The Grand Auction brought in more than
$120,000
The total raised in auctions over the weekend totaled more
than $2.5 million! A very special thank you goes to our top
buyers of the convention:
•
•
•
•
•

G2 Ranch (Don Gilchrist)
Blue Creek Whitetails (Billy Oehmig)
Cross Canyon Whitetails (Jason Millegan)
Cypress Ridge Whitetails (Pete Moore & Madison
Michener)
Rancho El Recuerdo (Felizardo Elizondo)

The success of TDA and our annual convention depends on
all of you—our guests, our members, our vendors, our sponsors,
and our volunteers. You have made this association who we
are today. Through difficult times, our TDA family has remained
strong and unshaken! We are thousands of members strong, all
across the great state of Texas and beyond, and we will continue
to grow. It is time to be excited about the future of the deer
industry in Texas again!

THANKS TO ALL THOSE WHO ATTENDED OUR
19TH ANNUAL CONVENTION, AND FOR YOUR CONTINUED
SUPPORT OF YOUR TEXAS DEER ASSOCIATION.

TDA 2017/2018 Title Sponsor
Rockstar Whitetails
Diamond Sponsors:
LoneHollow Whitetails
HighRoller Whitetails
Gist Kinsman Whitetails
Cross Canyon Whitetails
Cypress Ridge Whitetails
Purina
Derby~Sand~Ranch
RR Ranch
Mossy Rock Whitetails
Hoffpauir
Empire Whitetails
Platinum Sponsors:
Capital Farm Credit
Wilks Whitetails
Double Dime
Record Rack
Blue Creek Whitetails
All Seasons Feeders
Triple G Group
MVP Whitetails

Gold Sponsors:
Classic Canyon
G2 Ranch
Silver Sponsors:
ADM
Schmidt Ranch
Event Sponsors:
Happy Hour Sponsor:
Silverhorn Ranch
Auction Keg Sponsor:
Paco Deer Co, Inc
Beer & Wine Sponsor:
TDA Board of Directors
Entertainment Sponsor:
Rockstar Whitetails

Saturday Night Dinner Sponsors:
Blackjack Whitetails
Ringman Sponsors
Tajada Whitetails
LoneHollow Whitetails
Saturday Night Gala
Table Sponsors:
Pinnacle Whitetails
Berry Whitetails
Big Rack Ranch
Gist Kinsman Whitetails
Hatton Ranch
Straightline Whitetails
Morgan Ranch
Prime Acres
Spring Creek Outdoors
J5 Ranch
Silverhorn Ranch
Varner Family / Purina
Yates Insurance

Antler Contest Sponsor:
NADR
Auction Sponsors:
Purina
Sexy Whitetails
Pine Mountain Ranch
Texas M3 Ranch
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It’s your dream.
Let’s make it a reality.
At Capital Farm Credit, we understand that a piece of land is more than a place to go
hunting; it’s an escape where you create memories with family and friends. That’s why
we’re with you every step of the way throughout the entire lending process. We’re
a cooperative, and that means your goals are our goals. And our patronage dividend
program means we share our proﬁts and put money back in your pocket. Because
we’re all in this together. And together we’re better.

Together we’re better.
Partnership that really pays.

capitalfarmcredit.com | 877.944.5500
NMLS493828
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TDA MEMBER PROFILE:
STRR BUCK N’ DOE RANCH
BY TDA STAFF

S

TRR Buck n’ Doe Ranch is based out of a small
community southeast of Greenville, Texas. They began
managing deer in 1983 but didn’t start a breeder
operation until 1997. Their decision to become deer breeders
was based on the need to restock their south Texas ranch
which had its deer population depleted by over-hunting in
the past. They high-fenced the ranch and began to actively
manage the deer population inside.
The name of the ranch is a tribute to his family. The STRR
is a combination of their first initials, and the second half
reminded Mr. Otwell of his wife and daughters… “bucking
does”. But when everyone continued to say it incorrectly, he
just went along with it, and the name became Buck n’ Doe.
“We’re a hunting family. My grandkids, my sons-in-law,
and my daughters all hunt. My wife is learning to use a gun
so hopefully I can get her to hunt. My Dad and Mom hunted
so that’s where I got it from. I started growing big deer for
them.”
When asked what he enjoys most about his facility,
Otwell says he loves to raise deer and sell to other farms
for release on their land. They also specialize in day hunts,
and host many hunters throughout the season. His favorite
thing about being in the deer business in Texas is watching
the bucks grow year to year, or seeing the does produce
different bucks. “Watching them get big is the best thing…
we wanted to grow some big deer.”
Mr. Otwell says has been a member of the Texas Deer
Association since the beginning. When it was first founded,
he says they “joined immediately. We wanted to be a part of
an association that was aligned with what we do. TDA has
remained steady through the good and bad times.”
TDA congratulates STRR Buck n’ Doe Ranch for being our
very first Cover Buck Model Contest winner and for their
many years of membership in the Texas Deer Association!
All our very best to the Otwell Family!
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TR Voodoo
MR Franchise

MR White
952

TR Texbo
BTWR White 634
Easy Money
XX White 728
TR Rattler

2 Wide
Tip Toe
White 137
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TR Purple
Express
W 621
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Terry Tubbs was the lucky winner in the TDA whitetail hunt raffle during
Belton’s 15th Annual Game Day Event in August.

TDA FANS ENJOY ANNUAL
BELTON GAME DAY EVENT
BY TDA STAFF

A

s we prepare for the upcoming hunting season,
there is always so much to be done. Equipment
must be inventoried, gear must be gathered, a
license purchased, and that absolutely perfect honeyhole scouted and marked on the map… all in the name of
ensuring a successful deer season!
For central Texas, one of the very favorite preparations
for the season is by far the annual Belton Game Day
event, held this year on August 29th. A perennial fan
favorite, Game Day boasted an impressive turnout, as
nearly 1,000 people attended the free event hosted by
Belton and Temple Feed & Supply stores.
Attendees enjoyed interacting with local vendors,
eating sausage wraps, and waiting for their chance
to win one of the hundreds of door prizes awarded
throughout the night.
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The keynote speaker for the event was TV host Aaron
Roberts, wonder and riflesmith of Roberts Precision
Rifles in Spring. He co-hosts “Tactical Impact” and
“Handguns” on the sportsman Channel.
TDA participated in the fun by raffling off a whitetail
hunt in south Texas to anyone that became a paid
member at the event. The lucky winner of this hunt was
Terry Tubbs! (See photo below.) Dozens of new members
joined TDA and signed up to receive our weekly email
communications.
“We are proud to be a sponsor of the annual Belton
Game Day event, and to share our enthusiasm for deer
and passion for the hunt with our friends in central
Texas!” said TDA Executive Director Patrick Tarlton.
Where will TDA be next? Learn more about our
upcoming events by visiting our website: https://
texasdeerassociation.com/upcoming-events/
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LONEHOLLOW DEER SUMMIT
& TDA BIRTHDAY BASH A
SMASHING SUCCESS!
BY TDA STAFF

L

oneHollow Whitetails hosted its annual Deer
Summit over the summer, and combined it this
year with an incredible celebration in honor of
TDA’s birthday! TDA would like to say thank you to the
hundreds who that attended and made the event such
an overwhelming success! The day was packed with
fun and excitement for all that attended. We would like
to extend a very special thank you to the LoneHollow
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family and staff for all their hard work! The auction, pen
tours, skeet shoot, spa, and long range shooting made
for an incredible experience.
Also, this event would not have been possible without
our sponsors, exhibitors, and attendees. We were
blessed to have such a robust participation at the event.
On behalf of all TDA staff and board of directors, thank
you again!
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#FAWNWATCH 2017 CONTEST
CONGRATS TO OUR WINNER!

#fawnwatch

top 10

finalists
TOP 10
FINALISTS
vote-off!
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PROVIDING A DEER’S
NUTRIENT REQUIREMENTS
FROM HABITAT
BY ROBERT FEARS

Body condition of deer indicate whether the population numbers are in balance with habitat. Photos by Robert Fears.

I

n the last issue of TRACKS, nutrient requirements of whitetailed deer were discussed. The discussion is continued as
we look at ways to provide their requirements from habitat.
As in the previous article, the following information is based on
Mike Miller’s three presentations at the recent Texas Deer Study
Group meeting in Llano. Miller is a technical guidance biologist
with Texas Parks and Wildlife Department and is based in
Stephenville.
Good habitat contains a diversity of plants that are palatable
to white-tailed deer and provide their nutrient requirements.
Although deer are nutrient-concentrate selectors, they like
plant diversity. They may eat more than 100 plant species
annually and consume several parts of many of the species.
In Texas, major plants were rated from 1 to 4 within each
ecoregion for deer preference. A rating of 1 is a preferred
species, a rating of 2 is moderately preferred, a rating of 3
indicates the plant is utilized but not desirable, and a rating
of 4 indicates the plant is seldom utilized by deer. Preferences
for the same plant can change between ecoregions because
of environmental effects on palatability and nutrition, which
govern plant selectivity by deer. A map of the Texas ecoregions
is presented as Figure1.
Deer eat four types of vegetation—browse, forbs, grass and
mast. Browse is leaves and young, tender stems of woody
plants and forbs are broad-leaf herbaceous plants, often called
weeds. Mast is divided into two different types: soft and hard.
Soft mast is fruit and berries whereas hard mast is nuts and
pods of woody plants. Pecans and acorns are examples of hard
mast.
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Quantity and quality of the four types of vegetation vary with
the seasons of the year. Forbs are generally available during the
spring growing season and are higher in crude protein (CP) and
digestible energy (DE) than browse. Mast, particularly berries,
may be available for only a short period. Mast is typically low
in CP and high in DE, but nutrient content of mast varies with
plant species. For instance, pods of some legume species are
high in CP.
Typically, deer consume grass only when it is young and
succulent, which is in the spring for warm-season species
and in the fall for cool-season plants. Most young grasses
contain 54 to 73 percent dry matter digestibility and at least
14 percent crude protein. Lichens have high digestible energy
but are exceedingly low in crude protein at less than 4 percent.
Browse is available in some form throughout the year and is the
foundation of the deer’s diet. Nutrient quality of browse may
vary among seasons, as shown in Tables 1 and 2.
Browse quality is expressed in Table1 and Table2 as crude
protein and dry matter digestibility. Crude protein requirements
of deer range from seven percent for adults to maintain rumen
function to 20 percent for weaned fawns to produce growth.
Bucks need approximately 16 percent crude protein for optimal
antler growth.
Digestibility denotes the amount of a plant that can be
utilized. As plants mature, their lignin content increases and
their digestibility decreases. Lignin provides stiffness and
stability to plant stems and branches.
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Table 1 Seasonal crude protein and digestibility levels in some Edwards Plateau browse and cactus1.
Species
Agarito (4)4

Spring

Summer

Fall

Winter

CP2

DMD3

CP

DMD

13-16

85-89

14

CP

DMD

10-16

87

CP

DMD

Ashe juniper (4)

5-6

60-68

5-7

59-65

7-10

62-66

5-7

65-67

Catclaw acacia (3)

21-30

47-61

16-23

41-50

13-19

34-53

13-17

35-47

Hogplum (3)

18-24

56-59

15-25

49-72

13-22

49-54

17

50

Kidneywood (1)

24-26

53-62

20-22

46-57

11-23

50-53

17-20

45-54

Hackberry (2)

8-20

Live oak (3)

10-20

57

9-10

49

8-12

51

9-10

48

Lotebush (4)

18-24

38-59

15-19

34-52

16-20

32-44

12-15

30-39

Honey mesquite (4)

26-32

58-68

16-24

65-66

9-12

17-18

53-57

Mountain laurel (4)

16

Prickly pear (4)

2-13

68-76

6-7

67-76

7-10

67-80

2-6

Redberry juniper (4)

7

66

6-7

58-64

7-9

57-63

7-8

63-78
60-66

Texas persimmon (4)

14-25

58

10-14

51

9-12

58

10

41

Whitebrush (4)
23
58
19
51
14-22
55
White-tailed Deer Browse Preferences for South Texas and the Edwards Plateau. Byron D. Wright, Robert K. Lyons, James C.
Cathey and Susan Cooper, Texas A&M AgriLife Extension
2
CP = Crude Protein
3
DMD = Dry Matter Digestibility
4
Numbers in parenthesis indicate preference class for deer.
1

Table 2 Seasonal crude protein and digestibility levels in some South Texas browse and cactus1.
Species

Agarito (4)4

Spring

Summer

Fall

Winter

CP2

DMD3

CP

DMD

13-16

85-89

14

CP

DMD

10-16

87

CP

DMD

Blackbrush (3)

15-20

22-34

15-18

21-29

15-20

26-37

14-17

26-28

Bluewood (2)

13-24

52-60

14-17

39-48

17-18

35-55

16-18

42-50

Catclaw acacia (2)

21-30

47-61

16-23

41-50

13-19

34-53

13-17

35-47

Cenizo (3)

15-16

57-63

12-13

50-55

11-15

49-55

12-13

50-51

Fourwing saltbush (1)

15-24

8-15

8-19

12

Guajillo (2)

20-28

38-48

16-21

27-40

17-22

31-47

17-21

29-43

Guayacan (2)

18-26

45-58

17-23

41-57

17-19

43-58

15-17

46-55

Hogplum (3)

18-24

56-59

15-25

49-72

13-22

49-54

17

50

Huisache (3)

23

27

59-67

Kidneywood (1)

24-26

53-62

20-22

46-57

11-23

50-53

17-20

45-54

Lime pricklyash (2)

17-21

52-67

16

58-75

17-19

48-71

15-17

62-70

Live oak (3)

10-20

57

9-10

49

8-12

51

9-10

48

Lotebush (3)

18-24

38-59

15-19

34-52

16-20

32-44

12-15

30-39

Honey mesquite (4)

26-32

58-68

9-12

Mountain laurel (4)
Palo verde (3)

16-24

65-66

17-18

53-57

6-7

67-76

16

24

Prickly pear (4)

2-13

Ratama (3)

20

68-76

7-10

67-80

2-6

63-78

Shrubby blue sage (3)

13-18

52

14

48

14

48

11

48

Spiny bumelia (2)

14-20

49-51

13-16

36-50

13-15

32-48

12-16

38-48

Spiny hackberry (2)

19-28

64-72

21-31

67-89

20-25

56-69

15-19

63-67

Texas ebony (2)

23

57

20

48

23

45

21

46

Texas persimmon (3)

14-25

58

10-14

51

9-12

58

10

41

Twisted acacia (3)

17-22

28-39

18-20

27-37

20-22

29-33

16-17

28-29

Whitebrush (4)

23

58

19

51

14-22

55

White-tailed Deer Browse Preferences for South Texas and the Edwards Plateau.
Byron D. Wright, Robert K. Lyons, James C. Cathey and Susan Cooper, Texas A&M AgriLife Extension
2
CP = Crude Protein
3
DMD = Dry Matter Digestibility
4
Numbers in parenthesis indicate preference class for deer.
1
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When digestibility of a plant is 50 percent, only half of it is
usable by the animal. A deer would need to consume three
pounds of a 50 percent digestible plant to obtain 1.5 pounds
of forage. Digestibility is important in deer nutrition because
they must feed quickly to fill their rumens so they can hunt
cover in which to hide from predators, rest and chew their cuds.
Adult deer are believed to need forage or browse with at least
50 to 55 percent digestibility. Lactating does possibly need 65
percent digestibility.

energy requirements, deer are required to vary their diets.
It is interesting to note that three of the plants listed in Table1
and Table2 have different deer preface ratings in south Texas
than on the Edwards Plateau. Catclaw acacia has a 2 rating in
south Texas versus a 3 rating on the Edwards Plateau. Lotebush
and Texas persimmon are rated 3 in south Texas and 4 on the
Edwards Plateau. Different soil types and other environmental
factors partially account for the preference differences. This is
why plant preferences need to be evaluated and discussed by
ecoregion and not on a statewide basis.

Table 3 Protein requirements of deer by age and physiological activity1.
Age

Activity

Protein level (%)

Fawn

Average growth

14-18

Fawn

Excellent growth

16-20

Yearling

Maintenance

11

Adult

Maintenance

6-10

Adult (female)

Late pregnancy

11-15

Adult (female)

Lactation

14-22

Adult (male)
Antler development
15-16
Nutritional Requirements of White-tailed Deer in Missouri. Robert A. Pierce II, Brent Vandeloecht and Emily Flinn.
University of Missouri Extension.
1

MANAGE HABITAT FOR PLANT DIVERSITY
Table3 contains protein requirements of deer by age and
physiological activity. Matching these data with times of
year when various physiological activities take place show
The need to manage deer habitat for plant diversity cannot
that collectively, a deer herd needs 10 to 16 percent protein be over-emphasized. If deer are going to have the ability to
consumption every day. This conclusion is based on bucks
choose plants that satisfy their tastes and meet their nutrient
growing antlers during spring and summer, does in late
requirements, they must have a smorgasbord from which to
pregnancy or lactating during late spring through early summer, choose their diet. In order to maintain suitable habitat, plant
and fawn and yearling growth occurring throughout the year.
composition/utilization and deer population numbers must be
Seasonal nutrient values in Table1 show only four plant species monitored. Plant composition and utilization data is obtained
in the Edwards Plateau that can provide a deer’s year-round
through browse surveys and deer population numbers are
protein requirements – catclaw acacia, hogplum, kidneywood
determined by annual deer censuses.
and lotebush. Only kidneywood is a preferred plant (1-rated) by
Methods of conducting deer censuses are understood by
deer. The other three high protein plants are 3 (utilized, but not
most landowners and hunters, but browse surveys are more of
desirable) and 4-rated (seldom utilized). Data in Table 1 show
a mystery. Realistic browse surveys are only executed by people
that many plants meet a deer’s seasonal
energy requirements, but only prickly pear
and the two juniper species meet year-round
needs. Prickly pear, redberry juniper and ashe
juniper are all rated 4 in preference.
Very few plants can provide a deer’s
total nutrient and palatability requirements,
but deer have the unique ability to select a
combination of plants and parts of plants to
fulfill their needs. Changes of nutrient content
from season to season is one reason that deer
constantly change their diets during the year.
Data in Table2 presents a totally different
scenario for south Texas. Over half of the listed
plants (highlighted in gray) contain enough
protein year-round to meet the requirements
of white-tailed deer. Eight of the 15 highprotein plants are rated number two in deer
preference and one plant is ranked number
one. A large number of the brush species
in south Texas are legumes and legumes
generally tend to contain more protein than
non-leguminous plants. The high protein
levels of many plants in south Texas are one
of the reasons that deer average larger in size
there than deer in the other ecoregions.
As in the Edwards Plateau, none of the
Bumelia, commonly called chitthamwood, is a second choice browse plant.
plants listed in Table2 can provide the energy
requirements of a deer year-round. To meet
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Figure 1

deer were taken from the property.
Comparison of browse surveys and
deer surveys across years reveal
needed adjustments in total deer
numbers.”
It is not uncommon for a species
such as honey mesquite, one of
the junipers or huisache to gain
dominance over other species. To
regain plant diversity, the dominant
plant population will need to be
reduced or completely removed.
The best method for accomplishing
this task depends on size and
location of the site, plant species,
prevailing weather conditions, soil
type, terrain, and other factors.
As explained in the last issue
of TRACKS, aerial application
of herbicides for selective plant
control is an option under certain
circumstances.
Individual
plant
treatments with herbicides are very
selective, but impractical on large,
dense stands of brush. Numerous
types of mechanical brush removal
equipment are available; however,
choose a machine that disturbs the
least amount of soil when working on
slopes or drainage areas. Prescribed
fire is also a good alternative under
certain conditions. Help in making
habitat
management
decisions
is available from Texas Parks and
Wildlife
Department
biologists
and United States Department
of Agriculture Natural Resources
Conservation Service.

who can notice subtle changes in the landscape and have the
ability to understand habitat dynamics. Surveyors need to
have the ability to identify the common woody plants that Robert Fears completed a BS degree in agricultural science from Sam
deer eat and correctly distinguish between browsed and unHouston, a MS degree in range management from Utah State and a 33browsed plant stems. Although some of us may never develop
year career in product development with Dow AgroSciences. He may be
the skills necessary to conduct browse surveys, understanding reached at iwriteag@gmail.com.
the methodology helps us converse intelligently with wildlife
biologists on their habitat management recommendations.
“In conducting browse surveys, I focus on second choice
plants because they are the foundation of a deer’s diet,” said
Derrick Wolter, wildlife biologist with the
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department in
Georgetown. “First choice plants tend to
show a lot of usage because they are a
deer’s ice cream. Second choice plants are
a deer’s bread and butter, the staples. A
plant community is in trouble when the
only reproduction is by third choice plants.”
“Browse survey information is compared
with deer survey numbers to estimate
appropriate stocking rate,” explained
Wolter. “If the current stocking rate is
estimated to be one deer to every eight
acres, there is a scarcity of first choice
browse plants and there is little evidence
of reproduction by these plants, adjusting
deer numbers to one for every ten acres
may be better for habitat improvement.
“If first choice plants are few, there is a
fair composition of second choice plants
and habitat is in a downward trend, a
bigger reduction in deer numbers is
warranted. A browse survey the following
Yaupon resembles holly in appearance and is a second choice browse plant.
year will reveal whether the right number of
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There are many factors that have contributed
to the decline in quail numbers across the state.
No other factor is more important than habitat
loss and fragmentation. Due to development
from urban sprawl, conversion of native habitat
to agriculture production fields and energy
exploration such as the oil and gas industry—
which south Texas knows about all too well—
necessary habitat that quail species need to
thrive and reproduce is removed or fragmented.
Other factors that have not helped in the quail’s
favor include the introduction of exotic invasive
species, climate change and mismanagement of
wildlife habitat.
Even with so much acting against quail and
their sustainable populations, there is a lot
of positive sentiment around increasing quail
numbers in certain ecoregions of Texas. I have
been approached by many landowners and
property managers around the state that would
argue that these past two or three years have
been some of the best quail production years
in decades. A bird per acre or acre and a half
is not uncommon to hear from managers in
south Texas or in the Rolling Plains ecoregion.
A decline in quail abundance is the furthest
thought from their mind. This sentiment does
not go unjustified and for good reason, given the
increase in proper habitat management in the
past century and the ample rainfall that they’ve
received over the past 2-3 spring and summer
periods. However one must understand the
scope at which quail once thrived in the Texas
to fully understand where Texas quail numbers
are headed.
In early to mid-1900’s it was not uncommon
to flush multiple coveys of bobwhite quail in
Stock Photo
the Edwards Plateau or even as far east as the
Blackland Prairie, Post Oak Savannah or the
Pineywoods ecoregions. Today quail sighted in any of these
areas is a rare sight and a true testament to major habitat
restoration/habitat conservation effort in their respected
region. Urban development, agriculture field cultivation and
mismanagement of habitat has significantly decreased areas
in which quail would likely thrive. Furthermore areas that do
remain are fragmented and have greatly been reduced in size
to be able to sustain a breeding population of quail. (Place

QUAIL POPULATIONS
AND MANAGEMENT
IN TEXAS
By Nick Kolbe

C

an anyone else feel that? The break in the one hundred
degree temperature days. Rainfall is starting to become
more frequent. Tree leaves are beginning to change
color… well, in some parts of Texas at least! That’s right, the
beginning of fall is almost here, as we start to feel some much
needed cooler weather, days become shorter and white-tailed
deer begin to rut! For some however, the fall marks an even
more exciting time period as early morning are filled with the
sound of rapid wing beats and covey calls from elusive quail.
With the opening of quail season on the 28th
of October of this year, hunters are beginning
to gear up for what looks to be a great
hunting season across Texas.
Historically, Texas has held some of the
best quail populations in the country. With
so much habitat diversity across the nine
different ecoregions of Texas, four different
species of quail can be found in the state.
The most common and known species is the
bobwhite quail followed by scaled or “blue”
quail, Gamble’s quail and Montezuma quail.
However, over the past 50 years Texas has
Bobwhite populations have declined over most of their range in Texas over the last 25
seen a steadily declining trend in population
years. The darker areas indicate a greater abundance of bobwhites (adapted from
Peterson et al. 2002).
abundances across ecoregions. Below are
Photo courtesy of Texas Parks & Wildlife
population estimates of Bobwhite quail in
ten year increments across Texas recorded
by the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department.
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Texas bobwhite (1967 – 2003) and scaled quail (1978 – 2001) trends. Statewide
population trends for bobwhite (Sauer 1999) and scaled quail (Perez 2003). There are
no reliable estimates for Gambel’s and Montezuma quail population trends.
Photo courtesy of Texas Parks & Wildlife

With many factors acting against the increase in quail numbers
statewide, there are many wildlife management strategies that
landowners can do and are doing to assist in increasing quail
habitat and abundance. The most important is to conserve
native habitat and decrease habitat fragmentation on your
property. To do so you first must understand what proper quail
habitat looks like. Bobwhite quail habitat is characterized by
a combination of open grasslands and woody covered areas.
This habitat encompasses approximately 10-25% bare ground
which allows birds to move throughout the range with ease and
forage freely. Suitable habitat also encompasses bunch grass
species like Little Bluestem that are necessary for building nests
and laying eggs.
Finally, it is commonly characterized with having a mix of
woody shrub species like granjeno, lotebush and mesquite that
are used to conceal birds from predators and for loafing cover
when temperatures rise and birds try to cool down. Obtaining
such suitable quail habitat is not always easy but can be reached
by utilizing the five major tools of wildlife management; axe,
cow, fire, plow and gun. To explain, we’ll consider cattle and fire
and further explore how these tools can hinder and help quail
habitat.
Grazing has historically been a cornerstone in Texas as a
tool for economic gain and rangeland management. In the late
1800’s and into the early to mid-1900’s, land managers greatly
over-exploited grazing as a management tool and consistently
overstocked their rangelands with more grazing animals than
their properties could support. Consequently overgrazed
rangelands indefinitely removed native grassland habitat
that quail need for life processes such as nesting, loafing and
foraging, and in turn encouraged invasive exotic species to take
their place while also increasing erosion. Through the mistakes
made then and the vast amount of research investigating
the interaction between grazing systems and rangelands,
managers today are able to mitigate these negative impacts
in several ways: lowering stocking rates to adequate levels
and implementing different forms of rotation grazing systems.
Landowners utilize rotation grazing systems by moving cattle
frequently from pasture to pasture in order to not damage the
habitat. Doing so retains those native bunchgrasses and forbs
on the rangeland for regrowth. Furthermore research has shown
that light-to-moderate grazing will actually stimulate regrowth
in forb and grass species. This essential vegetation needed by
quail can then be retained and utilized by not only quail, but
will be available for future grazing as well. Lastly, reducing or
completely removing cattle from those important habitat types
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during nesting periods can also decrease nest destruction, as
well.
Now let’s take a look at how fire has historically been
viewed and also how we can manipulate it as a tool today to
help improve habitat for quail. Historically, before man came
along and began placing cross fences as far as the eye could
see (and deeming fire as a “bad” thing), rangelands in Texas
naturally burned about every 3-10 years, depending upon
which ecoregion you were in. Fast-forward a ways and place
human sentiment in the mix, and rangelands begin to burn at
much more infrequent intervals. The threat of a wildfire and the
misunderstanding surrounding prescribed burning struck fear
into most land managers. Quite frankly, the fear is still apparent
today for those who are not familiar or comfortable with the
management tool. The threat of a fire uncontrollably breaking
rank and escaping to your neighbor’s property or unwanted
parts of your own property is all too real, and a risk some are not
willing to take. Furthermore, fire presented what some would
consider an even greater risk to cattle ranchers who made their
living from fat and happy cows. “If I burn my range, what will
all my cows eat? And when I do burn, when will it rain again so
I can put my cows back on it to graze?” All of these concerns
assisted in greatly reducing burning across Texas. Again
through in-depth research, today a more holistic understanding
of the interaction between burning regimes and rangelands
exists. With a proper education regarding prescribed burning
procedures to mitigate wildlife risk, we are able to use fire as
a positive tool to assist in returning rangelands to the historic
burning regimes that benefit the flora and fauna communities
within them.
Most importantly for quail, fire opens up the ground floor
on rangelands that can encompass years of senescent growth
that quail cannot move in and use for foraging or nesting. Fire
removes this old growth, encourages new regrowth, and opens
up the ground floor. This new growth also benefits young quail,
as new growth attracts many different protein-filled insects
that chicks need in the early juvenile stage. Furthermore, cattle
benefit, too, as highly protein-rich regrowth of grasses and
forbs means fat and happy cows. A landowner can set up a
rotational burning regime where sections of their property are
burned in different seasons or in different years depending on
preference and goals. However, prescribed burning systems are
recommended to somewhat mirror historic burning intervals
if the end result is an attempt to restore the range’s historic
vegetative community. Rotational burning is also great to
promote a more holistic management approach on your
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Prescribed fire greatly assists in removing old vegetation and stimulates
regrowth that is more suitable for quail.
Photos courtesy of Texas Burn Association and Texas Parks & Wildlife

property. With sections of the ranch being burned at different
times, your property is now staggered at different habitat
successional stages which can be used by various wildlife
depending upon species’ needs. The last point I would like to
make about prescribed burning is the risk of spreading exotic/
invasive vegetation. Because of the increased introduction
of exotic vegetation over the past 100 years, our rangelands
today are filled with species that come from all different parts
of the world. On top of not being native, these exotic species
are also quite invasive, meaning they tend to outcompete our
native ones for resources and displace them, and/or sometimes
completely remove them from our ecosystems. Disturbance
such as fire or grazing can be the catalyst to allow these
species to take off and spread like “wildfire”… no pun intended.
Management strategies like individual plant treatment using
herbicide or a form of intense rotational disking can assist to
keep these species at a manageable level.
Though many different factors are working to decrease quail
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populations across the state, many groups and universities
are actively meeting the problem head-on as they work to
conserve habitat and find solutions for quail species. Because
of research and active management, Texas still has great
population numbers where suitable habitat exists and have
actually seen increases in local populations. For the 2017-18
quail season, hunting should be above average for those areas
that have quail. The amount of rain that Texas received during
the spring and through the summer has allowed those birds to
nest in native bunchgrasses that should not have been lacking.
The ample amount of rain should have also given young chicks
a good food supply of insects to feed on once hatched, and
adults plenty of seeds to forage throughout the spring and
summer. Hope everyone has a great fall and an even better
hunting season!
Nick Kolbe is a wildlife consultant and realtor with TurnKey
Real Estate (www.turnkeyrealestate.com)
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AFLATOXIN AND
WILDLIFE

BY BOBBY DEEDS

P

roviding supplemental feed or hunting whitetail
deer over feeders filled with “deer corn” is
common practice for most Texas hunters and
wildlife managers. While this is perfectly legal and
often beneficial for wildlife, managers and hunters need
better information on the harmful effects of aflatoxin
as they could be affecting not only the health of their
whitetail deer but also all other wildlife that is exposed
to the feed.
Aflatoxin is a fungus produced by corn and other
cereal grains typically during droughty years or when
the plants become stressed. Aflatoxin can be prevalent
when grain is harvested, but contaminated feed can
continue to increase in aflatoxin level when stored under
warm, moist conditions. Feed that is not contaminated
can become so simply by being stored or fed through
feeders that have previously held grain that had high
levels of aflatoxin. For feed to be labeled as “Wildlife
Feed” or “Wildlife Safe”, state regulations require that
it contain less than 50 parts per billion (ppb) aflatoxin.
The only problem is that many times feed containing
less than 50 ppb aflatoxin at the time of purchase
will contain higher levels when it is made available to
wildlife, as toxin levels can increase until it is actually
consumed. Texas Feed and Fertilizer recommends that
grain tested higher than 100 ppb not be used to feed
free-ranging deer, but little information is available on
how aflatoxin can affect our whitetail deer. Fawns are
the most susceptible to aflatoxin poisoning, while other
economically important species such as wild turkey,
dove, quail and songbirds have been found to be even
more sensitive to high aflatoxin levels.
Studies have shown that high aflatoxin levels will
cause liver damage, blood clotting abnormalities,
cancer, immune dysfunction and death. The major
underlying problem with this toxin is that it ultimately
makes animals vulnerable to secondary infection from
other disease due to a depleted immune system. While
it may not be the main cause of death, a depleted
immune system will make animals more sensitive
to diseases to which they should have a natural
resistance. Respiratory diseases and bluetongue are
often encountered by whitetail deer in our area. Deer
that have a healthy immune system have a much better
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chance of overcoming these versus those that have a
weak immune system. These responses could also make
these animals more susceptible to predation by natural
predators such as coyotes or birds of prey, ultimately
causing negative effects on the total population. The
Food & Drug Administration has established that
aflatoxin levels in grain that is consumed by humans,
dairy cattle and young livestock not be above 20ppb,
while grain that tests higher is often diverted to other
uses such as wildlife feed. Grain that is tested at below
20 ppb will therefore sell at premium to grains that only
test below 50 ppb.
If corn is made available for wildlife, it is important to
obtain it from a reputable company that tests all grain
purchased for aflatoxin levels and maintains strict quality
control methods for storage. Short of freezing, there are
few storage methods that can completely prevent the
growth of aflatoxin if present in high levels. There are
a few companies that will only purchase human-grade
feed grain which will contain less than 20 ppb when it
is received at their facility, but the industry standard
for most companies is at 50ppb for wildlife feed. If
feed is sold for wildlife feed or “deer corn”, the level of
aflatoxin it was tested for should be on the bag or feed
tag. If no level is shown, it is strongly recommended
that you contact your supplier or switch to another
company that maintains what level of aflatoxin they will
tolerate in grain that is for purchase. Most biologists and
researchers feel that the feed industry should hold the
same standard for wildlife feed as they do for human and
domestic livestock use. This would maintain that they
only purchase grain that tests below 20ppb to package
and sell for wildlife feed… at least until further research
can be done to show how aflatoxin can ultimately affect
our wildlife populations.
Bobby Deeds is a wildlife specialist with Cargill
Animal Nutrition, and is also a Certified Texas State
Wildlife Biologist and consults independently on several
large commercial high-fenced hunting operations. He is
actively involved in education regarding current wildlife
management techniques and habitat improvement
methods through many state and national venues.
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Contact: Cody Campbell
for a free deer facility assessment
www.G2Ranch.com
Phone 210-419-4442
by

facebook.com/G2Ranch
G2RanchTX@gmail.com

G2 RANCH

Introducing our latest product to assist
breeding farmers with care for their herds.
The Deer Cave is a simple, weatherresistant shelter for game to protect
against the sun and weather elements.
When deer bed down, they leave a distinct
area of flattened vegetation that is 2-3
feet wide and 3 or 4 feet long. Deer often
travel in herds, so it is common to find
several such bed spots in the same
general location. The Deer Cave is great
for covering those bed spots throughout
your property and keeping your deer
protected from the weather elements.
Models Available:
8' Wide X 4' High X 8' Long ........ $850
8' Wide X 4' High X 8' Long
With Legs ..................................... $950
10' Wide X 5' High X 8' Long ... $1,100
10' Wide X 5' High X 8' Long
With Legs .................................. $1,200
For more information on the many
Deer Cave products contact Cody
Campbell at cody@g2ranch.com.

G2Ranch.com
G2RanchTX@gmail.com
210-419-4442
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HUNTING HOGS
FROM THE WATER
BY LUKE CLAYTON

Mark Balette, owner of B & C Outfitters in Trinity County, with boat in position for a “float hunt” for hogs.

I

’ve been hunting hogs on a regular basis for more than 30
years now and I’ve used just about every conceivable method
of putting pork in my freezer. Rife, bow, crossbow, handgun,
muzzleloader, air rifle, dogs… I’d tried it all. Using a spear to hunt
hogs is about the only method I haven’t tried—I just don’t have
the patience for it! But by far the most relaxing, and often most
productive, method of hog hunting is floating a slow-moving
creek or paddling along the shoreline of a good size farm pond
and shooting them from a boat.
My first “float” for wild hogs was with Dr. Bob McFarlane who
owns The Big Woods, over 7,000 acres of remote backcountry
with Catfish Creek meandering its serpentine course through
the vast hardwood bottomland. McFarlane served as guide on
this hunt, thank goodness. As I discovered about a mile back
into the bottomland, the major streambed of Catfish Creek has
many tributaries and it would be very easy to steer the boat
into one of them and get a bit turned around for a week or two!
Bob used no GPS (as this was way before cell phones became
popular and long before Google Earth). He had made this float
many times and the route was well engrained in his memory
bank. Another great friend, the late Bob Hood, who was always
up for an outdoor adventure, held down the bow seat of the
boat. Catfish Creek winds its serpentine route several miles
through The Big Woods and it was good to have someone
running the boat who knew the country. After we rounded
the first bend of the creek and lost sight of “civilization”, I was
hooked on this style of hunting hogs. The animals and birds we
encountered were far less “spooky” in this remote woodland
wonderland. I remember rounding a bend and drifting within
30 yards of a sounder of sows and young pigs that simply
watched us glide by. It’s a good bet that these hogs had lived
out their entire life in this remote stretch of woods and possibly
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never encountered a hunter. About the only way to get back
in here is by water or a very long trek through some very wild
country. Since this first outing many years ago, I have “taken
to the water” to collect my wild pork chops on several other
occasions, but not always on moving streams.
Just before I wrote this article, I joined another great friend
Mark Balette who owns a hunting ranch in Trinity County, Texas
and we collected a couple of porkers by boat while slowly
paddling along the shoreline of his 30 acre lake, keying on areas
where we had baited with corn a couple days before to help
concentrate the hogs.
There are several advantages when hunting hogs from a
boat; having a portable hunting blind is one of them. In essence,
your boat does double duty as a means of transportation and a
comfortable place to wait out the arrival of the hogs. Once your
hog is harvested, you can simply load him in the bow of your
craft and paddle him out of the back country.
I use two different techniques when hunting from my small
boats: a slow drift where I use the paddle to keep the boat in
position and drift quietly within shooting range, or, I bait spots
along the shore of the creek or pond and position the boat
within shooting range. The distance from my boat (my blind,
in essence) to the baited shoreline depends upon the weapon
I’m using. When bow hunting, I drag the stern of the boat back
into some concealing brush within bow range and downwind
of the bait and position myself in the bow seat. Points of brush
along bends of the shoreline can be especially good spots to
set up to hunt. The boat (your blind) can be positioned near
the end of the point which gives good visibility and cover to
the baited area.
Hogs are much more sensitive to scent than motion but it’s
important to conceal your movement as much as possible.
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accurate when I wait for slam dunk neck shots at yardages
of 50 yards of less. I’ve killed a total of 5 boars while night
hunting in the past 4 months using this method. I recently
began using a Pulsar hand-held Digiforce monocular which
makes scanning the shoreline and maneuvering the boat very
helpful. When night hunting, It’s also good to have a flashlight
with green or red lens and keep it on low beam. You just want
to use it when moving from spot to spot, not actually scanning
the shoreline looking for hogs, and that’s what the monocular
is for. Make sure and carry some shooting sticks on these “boat
hunts”. I use a telescopic rest that quickly adjusts to fit the
contour of the bottom of the boat which ensures my shot will
be steady.
States have different regulations concerning hunting from
Baiting an area along the shoreline is a good way to concentrate boats, especially on public waters, so it’s important to check
hogs for a “float hunt”.
with your wildlife department before planning a float hunt. I’ve
limited my hunting to creeks, ponds or small lakes on private
property but have some friends that have float hunted on
public waters after getting the “go ahead” from local game
wardens. Hunting along some public streams is legal in Texas
but there is always the issue of having to trail game onto
private property where crossing the fence equates to breaking
the law.
So, if the hogs in your area are getting tougher to pattern
and kill, it’s a pretty good bet that a “float” into the backwaters
might just put you smack dab in the middle of their living
room. Like anything else in the outdoors, the more you do the
more you learn. Keep in mind “floating for hogs” can be equally
productive, especially at night on a large farm pond during the
summer months. It’s a good bet hogs will be rooting along the
shoreline, cooling off in the mud and water and feeding on
tubers of the aquatic vegetation. It’s always a good idea to
make a test float during daylight hours before embarking on
a night float trip on a creek where you expect to cover a lot
Luke’s old aluminum boat, loaded and ready for a late afternoon of territory. Everything looks “different” at night and the last
float for hogs.
thing you want to do is take a wrong turn.
Hopefully this little primer will give you enough information
to get started hunting from a boat. Your boat will serve as
Rather than attempting to make the shot the instant the hogs
your blind, conveyance of retrieving downed game, and means
appear, it’s better to let them settle down and get busy eating.
of getting you into some hog habitat that would be tough to
Once the hog you choose to kill is in good shooting position,
raise your rifle or bow and make the shot. I usually wear a camo do on foot!
shirt or coat when hunting from my small Jon boat or kayak. If
cover is sparse around the spot I plan to shoot from, I’ll bring Luke Clayton is the host of a weekly radio show, “Outdoors
with Luke Clayton & Friends” on www.catfishradio.com.
some camo burlap and make a semi circle in front of the boat.
There is usually some brush to wrap it around; if not I’ll cut a
couple of small saplings and hammer them in the mud with my
hatchet to support the burlap. I try to bait areas with heavy
cover close by so that I can use natural cover rather than go to
the trouble of wrapping burlap in front of the boat. Either way
though, once the boat is in position, it takes only a couple of
minutes to “blend into the brush”.
Most of this “boat stand” hunting occurs in the early evening,
the last hour or so of daylight but I have been known to “set
on them” after darkness falls if images from my trail camera
so dictates. Trail cameras can be useful when hunting these
isolated spots to determine just what time the hogs are hitting
the bait but the last hour of daylight is usually prime time.
About a mile from my house, I have access to some great
hog hunting. The place is relatively small, just over 200 acres
but is situated between a slough that holds water throughout
most of the year and a series of old sand and gravel pits. The
land is totally undeveloped and adjacent to cropland across the
slough. The slough drains into the Trinity River a couple of miles
downstream and new sounders of traveling hogs moving along
the river keep my spot well stocked. Once they find the remote,
heavy cover and abundant food, they often stick around. It’s
hog heaven but even in prime spots such as this, wild hogs
often seek out the safest, most secluded area to bed and spend
their daylight hours.
Night hunting can also be very productive and exciting! I use
a little bolt action .223 topped with a Photon XT digital scope
for all my night hunting. Granted, my caliber choice might be
a bit light for shoulder shots on big hogs but the rig is deadly The result of the author’s recent float hunt.
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The Healthy Choice in
Texas Hunter

PROTEIN FEEDERS
u

Over Engineered & Roto-Molded
– Built to be Indestructible, just like
whitewater kayaks
– Will Never Rust

u
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XPF600.........EVERYDAY $789

Plus Shipping

Plus Shipping

Plus Shipping
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NOW..............$699
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3350 IH 35 N, San Antonio, TX 78219 • 800.969.3337
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NOW...........$799

Plus Shipping
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PRACTICAL
OPTICS
BY LON KRIEGER

Photos by Lon Krieger

KILLER MAGNIFICATION

A

t the Texas Trophy Hunters Extravaganza last
summer an older gentleman stopped by my
booth to look at my Scope Clamps (basically
a camera tripod without legs). He told me he needed
something to help him hold his binocular steady while
hunting. If you looked, you could notice a bit of a tremor
in his hands that sometimes just comes with age. We
talked about the Clamps for awhile, when I asked what
size binocular he had. “Oh, it’s a 12x50—brings ‘em in
close.” I reached down and handed him an 8x42 and
asked him to take a look. “Man! These don’t shake at
all!” He bought the binos, and a Scope Clamp with a bino
adapter for the 12x50’s.
Some of you may remember my First Law of
Optics… There is No Free Lunch. What this gentleman
gained in magnification was destroyed by that same
magnification. While the object (deer) appeared bigger,
he couldn’t make it out clearly because of the magnified
body shake—and if you are alive, you have body shake
(rue the day you don’t shake—you’re dead!). The 8x42
allowed him to see what he looked at without his natural,
albeit relatively strong, tremors—wiping out the benefits
of reasonable magnification. This is why most marine
binos are 6x and lower. Wave action on the boat makes
using high power binos difficult.
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My first spotting scope was of standard size for the
early ‘80s—a 12x-36x. I happily used that scope for many
years, using it out to around 3 miles while elk hunting (I
have witnesses). When I became an optics dealer, my
first acquisition was a 15x-45x scope, and I was even
happier. In the last five or so years, the latest rage in
scopes is 20x-60x with an 80mm objective lens. These
scopes are dynamite for judging trophy quality from afar,
often saving hours of laborious stalking on animals that
don’t quite make the cut when viewed from shooting
range, but let your guide carry it for you. These scopes
can be big and heavy (No Free Lunch). On trophy hunts,
they can make all the difference, but for general use,
quite often a 15x-45x is a more suitable choice.
A 15-45x60 (or even 20-60x60) scope may be several
inches shorter and about half the weight of a 20-60x80
scope, making it much easier to tote around, especially
at elevation or all day long. In recent years, the size
difference has been reduced, but the point is still valid.
Here’s the real benefit to the smaller scope: often, it is
difficult to use more than 40x-50x in the field. Mirage
and wind vibration (kinda like body shake) can destroy
the benefits of the higher magnifications, negating their
use, so you end up cranking it down to 40x or so, but still
carrying around all that extra size and weight. If mirage
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isn’t a problem and you utilize a solid mounting system,
such as a stout tripod or sandbags, the 20-60x80’s
are wonderful for getting the best view (if your guide
doesn’t complain too much about carrying it for you).
User Tip #1: Don’t touch your spotting scope when
viewing through it. If you’re touching it, you’re transmitting
that ever-present body shake to it and that will make it
hard to use – especially at higher magnifications. “But I
have to focus!” Of course you do, but use what I call the
Bump-N-Go method: get your focus close to correct,
then just nudge the focus knob with your finger and let
go, then bump it again, and again until it’s right. Just
don’t cuddle up to it like it was your high school sweetie
and wonder why it shakes.
User Tip #2: Always locate your target on the lowest
magnification, lock down your tripod, then zoom in.
You’ll get on target a whole lot faster. If you try to find
that trophy at 50x, you won’t get on it before it decides
to take up residence elsewhere.
User Tip #3: Most of the quality 20-60x80 scopes offer
a fixed 25x or 30x eyepiece that will replace the 20x-60x
unit. If you are glassing less than 1000-1500 yards or so,
they have plenty of magnification, yet have a larger field
of view and generally provide a sharper image.
User Tip #4: Keep your riflescope on it lowest
magnification if you are moving and only crank it up
when you are still and need the extra zoom. If you are
moving and have left your scope on 12x then your quarry
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jumps up at 35 yards and runs, you’ll never get on it
before it is long gone. At 3x or 4x you at least have a
fighting chance to get on it quickly. You always have
time to crank up the magnification, but never have time
to crank it down.
This all gets back to using the proper tool for the job.
For general big game hunting, I recommend an 8x42 or
10x42 binocular, a 3-9x40 or 4-16x44 or 50 riflescope,
and a 15-45x60 spotter. For specialty hunts, by all means
use the proper tools there, too. For prairie dogging, a 20x
and up riflescope is quite at home, but put a 1-4x scope
on your buffalo gun. If you are glassing all day for Coues
deer, sheep, goats, bears, etc., a 15x bino, mounted on a
tripod, can be a wonderful tool, but a compact 7x bino
might be called on for a timber bow hunt. As mentioned
earlier, glassing a trophy on the next mountain might
call for a 20-60x80 spotter, but at a 100 or 200 yard
shooting range, an economical fixed 20x spotter might
just be the ticket. Keep in mind you’re not restricted
to owning just one binocular or spotting scope (well,
maybe your wife has something to say about this, but I
won’t tell). Just watch out for Killer Magnification.
Lon Krieger, owner of Trophy Tools (www.trophytools.
com), has been an optics dealer for more than 15 years,
a shooting instructor for more than 20 years, and a
hunter for more than 50 years on three continents.
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FACT CHECKER…
IS TROPHY HUNTING
DEGRADING THE GENE POOL?
BY JIM HEFFELFINGER

Good nutrition is another factor that can mask genetic quality and complicates our view of simple selection acting on the genetic
code of the buck. Photo by B. C. Glasscock

O

ur system of conservation in North America has gained
worldwide recognition, demonstrating that regulated
hunting is a valuable tool for delivering conservation and
promoting sustainable use of wildlife. Hunters have contributed
billions of dollars which support conservation of wildlife in
general, not just the types of animals which are hunted. The
hunting community is the central pillar of the North American
conservation paradigm, and is thus responsible for supporting
a wide variety of conservation activities that are highly valued
by everyone. Because of the important role of hunting in
general conservation, we should all be concerned when unfair
accusations are levied against it. Anything that shows hunting
in a bad light is paraded around in the popular media and in
movies with all sorts of exaggerations. Trophy hunting is one
of their most frequent targets. Some have charged that since
trophy hunting removes the largest animals from the population
and leaves the smaller ones to do the breeding, this causes a
general decline in the size of antlers. Let’s explore the charge
that hunters are negatively affecting the gene pool of the very
species they strive to conserve.

BASIS OF CHANGE
In thinking about human-induced changes to the gene pool,
we have to understand the concepts of heritability and selection
as each plays a role in the ways humans can potentially affect
the genes in a population. Heritability is simply the inheritance
of certain characteristics from the previous generation. Antlers
and horns of big game have been shown to be heritable
and so we have one of the basic ingredients to potentially
affect the future gene pool of a population. Selection refers
to anything that disproportionately removes future breeders
from the population based on some characteristic rather than
their removal at random. Selection can be intensive enough
in captivity to rapidly change the genetic makeup of future
generations, or so light and sporadic that it is meaningless
at the population level. Taking a group of yearling bucks and
breeding the five with the largest antlers to all does in captivity
is much more intensive selection than removing a single trophy
buck in a free-ranging population. Both actions represent
selection, but the potential for changing the gene pool is
dramatically different in those two examples. The question
is not whether hunters can be agents of selection, it is the
intensity of the selection that determines if we see any changes
at the population level.

WHY IT’S HARD TO AFFECT THE GENE POOL

Leonel “Muy” Garza measuring a good buck outside his gas
station in the early years of the “Muy Grande Buck Contest”.
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Regardless of the changes that can be made in captivity,
there are many obstacles to applying intensive selective
pressures on a wild population through hunting.
These
obstacles interfere with and lessen the chance that hunters
can alter the gene pool. In all of the mud-slinging at trophy
hunters, almost no one stops to think about the details of how
difficult it is to “move the needle” on the genetic makeup of a
wild deer population.
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It is sometimes difficult to determine of a buck is a poor 5-year-old or a
strong up-and-coming 3-year-old. Photo by B. C. Glasscock

and maintenance takes priority, the growth
of horns and antlers get the short end of the
nutritional stick. Any selection based on the
size of an animal’s horns or antlers will be
overshadowed by variations in nutrition.
Maternal Effect: In addition to the direct
effect of genetics and nutrition on the antlers
of male offspring, the doe has another nongenetic influence on their health, survival,
and ultimate antler size. “Maternal effect”
is a phenomenon where the environmental
conditions affecting the mother before, during
and immediately after fawning also affects her
offspring – even into their adult years. This
means that the doe can influence the physical
characters of her offspring when they are
mature bucks, and none of that has anything
to do with genetics. This complicates the idea
that simply selecting for or against a particular
trait could easily change the gene pool in a wild
population.
Epigenetics: We normally think of genetic
changes as being governed by hardwired genetic code. We
are starting to understand that it is not that simple. Without
changes to the DNA sequence, environmental influences such
as nutrition, stress, or disease can still change the way genes
are expressed. It is as if some genes are turned on under certain
conditions and turned off under others. This means the same
gene can result in different physical results in the offspring. It
gets even stranger: these changes in the way a gene is expressed
can be inherited by the next generation (with no changes to
the genetic code itself). This is a complicated subject and we
are just beginning to learn about how much natural variation in
antlers might be because of these epigenetic effects. This is a
subject you will undoubtedly hear more about in the future, but
regardless of the complex details, it represents another factor
that dilutes the ability of hunters to be able to change the gene
pool by removing trophy animals.
Date of Birth: The relative birth date (earlier or later in the
summer) of fawns can have an effect on the development of
antlers during the following year. Early born white-tailed deer
fawns have been shown to have greater mainbeam length and
circumference, higher body mass, and more antler points than
other fawns born later in the same population. This may be
because of the better nutrition earlier in the summer or simply
that early born fawns have more time to get fat and stock up
on groceries to satisfy priority body growth in their first year. If
late birth date masks a male’s true genetic potential, this adds
yet another obstacle to hunter selection.

Age: Many times, the effects of age are confused with those
of genetics. Hunters deciding whether to harvest an animal
rarely know if they are looking at a poor-antlered 5-year-old
or a “good” 3-year-old. As a result, the largest-antlered bucks
may be harvested, but they are mostly just the oldest deer and
not the most genetically superior in their age class. Seeing
fewer “big ones” is usually a lack of older animals, not a genetic
deficiency. Additionally, the older bucks have learned behaviors
that make their harvest far less likely.
Patterns of Mating Success: Mature animals usually do
most of the breeding, but research on members of the deer
and sheep families has shown that younger rams and bucks
are participating in breeding more than previously thought.
Recent whitetail research by Dr. Randy DeYoung and others
showed that nearly a third of the fawns were sired by yearling
and 2 1/2-year-old bucks. The research also showed that, on
average, a single buck sired only one to three fawns each year
that survived to enter the next year’s population. This obviously
complicates the idea that hunters are exerting a strong selection
by removing large-antlered or horned animals.
Genetic Contribution of Does: Females contribute at least
as much genetically to the antler quality of their male offspring
as do their fathers. Experiments have shown that whitetail
fawns born from the same doe, but with very different fathers,
often have antlers similar to each other and much like their
mother’s father. Even a relatively narrow buck:doe ratio of 1:2 or
1:3 means that 66-75 percent of the total gene pool
is made up of females that cannot be selected for
or against based on antler quality. It would be very
difficult to manipulate the genetic quality antlers by
incomplete selection on only 25-34 percent of the
gene pool.
Movements and Refuge Areas: Although there
are exceptions, most big game populations are
not isolated from exchanging genes with nearby
populations. Deer specifically are usually distributed
nearly continuously across the landscape. In
whitetails, about 70 percent of 1 1/2-year-old bucks
disperse from their birth area, traveling one to five
miles on average, with many going 10 miles or more.
Also, areas inaccessible to hunters (remote canyons,
blocks of unhunted land) serve as genetic refuges
that contain animals not exposed to any selection.
Nutrition: It is no secret that poor nutrition
affects the growth of antlers and horns. Poor
nutrition results in animals not expressing their real
genetic potential, thus you can’t tell by looking at
a buck whether you are seeing the result of poor In addition to the direct effect of genetics and nutrition on the antlers of male
genetics or poor nutrition. Because body growth offspring, the doe can also influence them through a non-genetic “maternal effect”.
Photo by B. C. Glasscock
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TROPHY HUNTING TRUTH
In recent years, several newspaper and
magazine articles have charged that trophy
hunters are degrading the gene pool. “Evolution
in reverse,” they call it. These arguments may
sound reasonable at first and certainly make
for sensational news because the case can be
presented to the lay public without any messy
details or professional accountability. An article
in Newsweek Magazine cast wide, sweeping
accusations on trophy hunters. Many biased, or
simply sloppy, writers have generalized this even
farther to say “hunters” in general are degrading
the gene pool. As evidence of this assertion,
writers trot out the same list of studies based on
situations and species that have nothing to do
with big game hunting.
The New York Times followed up the Newsweek
article with a related one subtitled “…hunting,
fishing and even conservation efforts may have
ill effects on some species.” The ridiculous game
continues. It’s hard to understand the nearhysteria in these popular articles when most of
the scientific papers are based on speculation or
poor science. Some of the articles on this topic
contain so many silly quotes from “researchers”
that one has to wonder if there is really that much
ignorance in the sciences these days. Perhaps
some researchers have trouble seeing the forest
of facts through the trees of their own biases.
The Boone and Crockett Big Game Records
Book
(www.boone-crockett.org)
has
kept
consistent records since 1950, containing data
back to 1830, and yet, the number of annual
entries has quadrupled since 1980. Since 1994,
new world records have been set for pronghorn,
Jim Jordan after being reunited with his famous “Jordan Buck” that held the
world record spot until it was dethroned by the buck taken by Milo Hansen in 1993.
bighorn, white-tailed deer, and elk. Likewise, for
Photo courtesy of Jan Jordan Lokensgard
the Pope and Young Club (www.pope-young.org),
which processes data on big game animals taken
Linked Genes: All genes reside on a set of chromosomes.
with the bow and arrow, entries have increased
We don’t know where most genes are actually located, but
eightfold over the past 25 years with a minimum of 23 new
we do know that genes located close to one another on the world records in the last 12 years.
same chromosome are usually inherited together. When this
To continually warn about the dangers of trophy hunting
happens, these are referred to as “linked genes.” For example,
in the face of all the obstacles against such an effect takes
if a gene related to small antlers resides close to one that significant ignorance or bias–neither of which is flattering
increases survival, these two genes may be inherited together for a scientist or writer. Only in the most intensive selection
most of the time. In this example, intensive selection resulting
scenarios could we ever affect the antler size within age class.
in smaller horns may result in those animals having a higher
There is no shortage of examples showing how intensive
survival and that will interfere with our idea of simply selecting
selection can work in captivity, but there are many serious
trophy antlers out of the population.
obstacles to changing the gene pool of a wild population. The
Other Environmental Pressures: Hunters are not the major factors discussed above interfere with, and cushion against, any
force in selecting the genetic makeup of big game populations. negative effects of hunter-induced selection on the population.
Even if hunters are applying an intensive selection on the
The public needs to be told the truth that hunters have always
buck part of the population, it is not the only selection taking been, and will continue to be, the frontline of an incredibly
place. Many other factors like predation, malnutrition, disease,
effective system of wildlife conservation. Researchers, wildlife
weather, and accidents also remove bucks from the population
managers, and their conservation partners in the hunting
in ways unrelated to their antler size. Each year a population
community will continue to do what they have done so well
produces a fresh new batch of DNA in the form of another fawn for nearly a century: implement the most successful system of
crop. At least half of this new genetic material never makes conservation ever devised.
it into the breeding gene pool because it dies early from all
these other factors with absolutely no relation to any hunters’
Jim Heffelfinger is a Certified Wildlife Biologist who has
selection that may be occurring in the population.
worked as a biologist for the federal government, state wildlife
agencies, universities, and in the private sector in Texas, New
Mexico, and Arizona. Jim has authored or coauthored more
than 200 magazine articles, dozens of scientific papers,
and 19 book chapters in regional, national, and international
publications. Visit www.deernut.com.
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Paco Deer Co., Inc.

PACO

BREEDER/STOCKER BUCKS, DOES AND SEMEN
AVAILABLE FROM TEXAS’ FINEST GENETICS
Semen Sales - Dr. John Moczygemba (210) 363-4238
Deer Sales - Dr. Gery Moczygemba (830) 560-0234
Ross Moczygemba (830) 643-4713
Email: tjmoc@satx.rr.com
Visit our website @ www.pacodeerco.com

The Original TDA Champ
1999 TDA Best
Mature
Breeder Award
1999 TDA
Best of Show
Award
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PACO Free Roller
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Photo taken (8-8-16) at age 4
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2016

DBC

TDA
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Golden Buck
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Visit our Website at www.PacoDeerCo.com
A.I. Breeders - Maxbo, Bucky, MF, Easy Money, Stickers, BM Bill, Texroller, RCM Noble, Gladiator,
Walkin’ Tall, Hydro Axe, Marti Gras, Pretty Boy Floyd, Wildfire, Hugo, Roll on Bill and Free Agent
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ACA LEADERS AIM TO EXTEND TB HERD
CERTIFICATION TESTING INTERVALS
RESOLUTION PLANNED FOR
USAHA CONFERENCE IN OCTOBER

TOPEKA- Cervid TB Herd Certification Testing Intervals will be a major
point of discussion at the 2017 United States Animal Health Association
Conference. Over the last several months, leaders within the American
Cervid Alliance have proposed the concept of extending TB accreditation
testing intervals from three years to five years for certain cervid herds.
Currently, herds that participate in the USDA APHIS’ TB Herd
Accreditation Program must test their entire cervid herd (animals over 12
months of age) every three years. Animals from these herds are allowed
to be moved interstate without further testing. However, the cervid
industry believes testing intervals should be extended to every five years
due to the extensive surveillance conducted over the past decade and
the lack of prevalence of the disease.
“We have a great deal of TB testing data,” Laurie Seale told the USAHA
TB Subcommittee. “We have been discussing this concept for years and
have finally garnished support from several regulatory officials.”
A resolution is planned for the 2017 USAHA conference that
proposes five-year intervals for herds with six years of accredited status
(including two whole herd re-accreditation tests following the initial
herd accreditation) and are not located in a state’s designated zone with
known TB in the last six years.
North American Elk Breeders Association Executive Director/ACA
Moderator Travis Lowe says this change would be monumental for the
elk and deer industry. “Every time we work our animals we inherit risk.
If cervid herds reside in states where there is low risk, they should be
able to have an extended anniversary date. This is not a radical proposal
and we deeply appreciate the state veterinarians and other regulatory
officials that are assisting the cervid industry in this process.”

NATIONAL CERVID CONGRESS
HELD IN TEXAS
SAN ANTONIO-This August, leaders of state and national deer and elk
associations gathered in Texas for an in-person meeting of the American
Cervid Alliance. This meeting, dubbed the National Cervid Congress,
was held during the Texas Deer Association’s annual conference in San
Antonio.
The meeting allowed ACA councilmen the opportunity to dive deep
into legislative and legal issues facing the industry, as well as strategic
planning for the upcoming United States Animal Health Association
conference. Councilmen that could not attend the meeting in Texas were
able to join by phone.
“This was an important meeting for our alliance and this is the exact
type of planning we need to do in order to be successful,” Patrick Tarlton
told the council. “The Texas Deer Association is proud to host this event
for our national alliance.”
The planning for the United States Animal Health Association
conference in October was extremely beneficial as the farmed cervid
industry will have its own committee for the first time. Traditionally,
farmed cervid issues have been lumped in with the Captive Wildlife and
Alternative Livestock Committee with wildlife officials as committee
chairs. The new Farmed Cervid Committee was proposed by the
American Cervid Alliance in 2013.
Dr. Bret Marsh, who serves as Indiana’s state veterinarian, and
Exotic Wildlife Association Executive Director Charly Seale, have been
appointed to serve as the chair and vice-chair of the new committee.
“This is our industry’s committee to discuss all cervid health aspects,”
Charly Seale explained to the ACA Council. We have a great agenda
planned for October.”
In addition to discussing the new committee, ACA Moderator/North
American Elk Breeders Association Executive Director Travis Lowe
rolled out several proposed USAHA resolutions to improve cervid rules.
Resolutions cover topics of Chronic Wasting Disease, Brucellosis, TB
and EHD/BTV. “We have ambitious goals for our industry. Regulatory
reform will improve our business climate. Some of these may be adopted
and some may not. But we cannot sit on our hands and promise reform
without starting the conversations.”
The American Cervid Alliance thanks the Texas Deer Association for
hosting the 2017 National Cervid Congress. The United States Animal
Health Association conference will take place in October.
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BASICS ON RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
AND COST TRACKING

PROVIDED BY DR. KEVIN DENNISON, NATIONAL
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT STAFF VETERINARIAN,
USDA-APHIS ANIMAL CARE
Major disasters are complex challenges for local, state, federal and
non-governmental response partners.
• In major disasters, FEMA may provide direct response support
and reimbursement grants (Public Assistance Grants) to eligible
applicants for eligible expenses. Typical cost shares are 75% Federal
and 25% State/Local but currently the FEMA is picking up 100% of
eligible assistance costs for 30 days, then 90%.
• Documentation of all expenses, work and authorization for that
work is critical. This includes documentation that work was part of
the official response (such as orders or email communications) and
detailed documentation of what work was done, personnel, their
positions (veterinarians vs volunteers for example) and any equipment
(including vehicles) and supplies used. You cannot track too much
detail on costs!
• Donations and voluntary efforts, if documented, may sometimes be
used towards the State or local cost share.
• Some non-governmental organizations may be eligible sub-applicants
for FEMA. Local or State emergency management personnel can
provide specific insight to eligibility of a non-governmental entity. As
an example, however, a nonprofit organization that operates a zoo on
city lands might be considered an eligible sub-applicant. A nonprofit
organization providing emergency sheltering for the county might
also be eligible, depending on contracts, agreements and tasking
orders.
The following recommendations should be considered when
requesting resources or responding to incident needs:
1. It is important for locally responding agencies and organizations
to request resources through their established jurisdictional Incident
Command or through the local Emergency Operations Center. Any
agency or organization sending resources should consider whether
they have an official request and if they are working in coordination
with their own local emergency management agency.
2. All personnel should check into the incident. If not checked into the
incident with the appropriate local authorities, there could be safety
and accountability concerns and the work might not be eligible to be
considered in future cost sharing grant applications.
3. Questions on resource requests, credentialing, incident access and
responder safety should always include local authorities. Informal
discussion can include a variety of agencies or organizations, but
such discussion should not replace those critical resource request,
mobilization and check-in processes.
4. Final guidance on cost tracking and cost eligibility should be
directed to local emergency managers. Local and state emergency
managers should consult with FEMA on such issues.
Checking in personnel, ordering resources, tracking response costs
and donations can be critical, even if the organization isn’t eligible for
FEMA assistance. Donors, stakeholders, and organizational managers
will need to understand your investment in response!
Please be safe, communicate clearly, and coordinate with your local
and state emergency management authorities!
AVMF Disaster Reimbursement Grants
AVMA member veterinarians who have provided emergency
veterinary medical care and temporary boarding to animal victims
of disasters are eligible to apply for reimbursement grants on the
AVMF website at: http://www.avmf.org/for-veterinarians/disasterreimbursement-grants/
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HURRICANE HARVEY ANIMAL
RESPONSE EFFORTS UNDERWAY
AUSTIN – When Governor Abbott declared a preemptive state of
disaster for 30 counties in advance of Tropical Depression Harvey; the
Texas Animal Health Commission (TAHC) took the cue and accelerated
preparations for what was predicted to be a major storm event. Under
the State Emergency Management Plan, TAHC is the state’s coordinating
agency for all disaster response issues related to animals, both large and
small, including livestock, pets, and zoo animals. By the time Hurricane
Harvey made landfall on Friday, August 25, the agency and its response
partners were prepared for action.
The storm proved to be even more severe than predicted, and TAHC
quickly set up an Animal Response Operations Coordination Center
(AROCC) at its headquarters in Austin. Through daily operations at the
AROCC, TAHC is striving to meet animal related response needs by
coordinating efforts of state, federal, industry, and non-governmental
cooperators with an animal focus. The AROCC can be reached at 512719-0799, or 800-550-8242, ext. 799. The AROCC connects with the
Governor’s Division of Emergency Management, through agency State
Operations Center (SOC) assigned personnel.
TAHC has boots on the ground in some of the hardest hit areas of
the state where local authorities have authorized entry, assessing animal
issues resulting from Hurricane Harvey. Agency personnel deployed
and continue to work with local disaster district committees, calling on
resources to meet animal related needs locally whenever possible.

Strong winds and rising flood waters destroyed fences and displaced
large numbers of livestock. TAHC is coordinating with Texas A&M
AgriLife Extension to establish livestock supply points in areas of critical
need, and with Texas Department of Agriculture to receive and distribute
donations of hay and livestock feed. TAHC requested the services of
Texas & Southwestern Cattle Raisers (TSCRA) Special Rangers to assist
in capturing stray livestock and returning them to rightful owners.
The number of shelters available to receive animals is at 74 and
growing as response efforts progress. In addition to pre-designated
shelters, the TAHC has received numerous offers of sheltering space
from livestock owners with pasture or barn space. With their permission,
this information has been forwarded to the 2-1-1 operators and posted
on our website at http://www.tahc.texas.gov/emergency/TAHC_
SheltersHoldingFacilities.pdf.
With the help of United States Department of Agriculture (USDA),
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, Animal Care and nongovernmental organizations, TAHC is supporting evacuation, sheltering,
and care of companion and zoo animals. Many veterinarians and
veterinary technicians have volunteered to provide care where needed.
TAHC is compiling these resources and sharing information with
emergency response centers and shelters.
Updates will be provided as new information becomes available and
assessment teams are able to report damages and needs for assistance.
“Our hearts go out to all who are affected by Hurricane Harvey,” said
Dr. Andy Schwartz, TAHC Executive Director. “It is a tumultuous time in
our State, but we are grateful for the support and resources our industry,
government partners, non-governmental partners, and neighbors are
providing.”

FAKE CHRONIC WASTING
DISEASE NEWS OR “SCIENTIFIC”
MISINFORMATION ON CWD
BY DR. DON DAVIS

A

s a research scientist with 40 years of experience in
the area of wildlife diseases, I have been regularly
disappointed, disgusted, alarmed, and amazed at both
the amount and frequency of alleged facts reported on chronic
wasting disease (CWD). These “facts” are based entirely on
totally unsubstantiated rumor or—even worse—on horribly
misquoted science by misguided or misinformed individuals.
The most recent example of this type of gross misinformation
is an article by Joshua Rouse of the Topeka–Journal entitled,
“New study suggests humans may be susceptible to chronic
wasting disease from deer” (June 24, 2017). Perhaps Mr.
Rouse can be partially excused because of his obvious and
understandable ignorance about disease processes in general,
and specifically about CWD. Yet he is guilty of trying to
sensationalize the issue by misstating and overstating the
results.
Lets begin with the title of his article. The operative words are
“suggests”, “may”, “humans”, and “susceptible”. The study in
question was not conducted on humans or human susceptibility.
A more correct and accurate title would have been “Macaques
infected by consumption of CWD-contaminated tissue under
experimental conditions”. Obviously that would be a far less
interesting and titillating title, but would have been an entirely
factual one with zero speculation.
Next let’s address the study that was discussed—not
published—at a 2017 conference. A news release from the
researchers from the Canadian Food Inspection Agency at the
University of Calgary reported that 5 of 18 macaques became
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infected with CWD. Two were infected by intracranial injection,
one by oral exposure to CWD-infected brain tissue, and two by
consumption of infected meat. Any number of species from
cattle to cats has been experimentally infected with CWD by
direct injection into the brain. Yet this is a completely abnormal
route of experimental infection and intracranial transmission
does not occur anywhere in nature.
Another macaque was orally infected by exposure to CWDinfected brain tissue. One has to question the relevance of
this by asking how many macaques in nature eat deer brains,
or more importantly, how many humans consume raw deer
brains?
The remaining two infected macaques were fed meat
(muscle tissue?) from CWD-infected deer and CWD-infected
macaques as stated in the progress report on the same study
reported at the Prion 2017 Conference. That’s right… CWDinfected macaque meat was fed to macaques. So then did
the macaques become infected from consuming deer meat
or macaque meat? In the same abstract at the Prion 2017
Conference, it is reported that CWD-infected blood transfused
into macaques did not reproduce any disease. Transmission
also did not occur when scarified skin was exposed to CWD
prions.
In the other portions of the article by Mr. Rouse, he quotes
both Darrel Rowledge, director of Alliance for Public Wildlife
(APW) and Tim Donges, president of Quality Deer Management
Association (QDMA), Bluestem Branch. Let’s examine each of
them and their quotes separately.
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and fawns.
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MAXBO / BAMBI LONGHORN)
DNA# 177620
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Fake CWD News, continued

In an analysis published by APW, CWD “was first documented
in captive mule deer in the late 1960s.” On the face of it, that
is an accurate and often-quoted statement. What is left out is
that the CWD-infected mule deer were in experimental pens
at Colorado State University (CSU) and were not captive deer
from a private producer as might be implied. The captive
mule deer at CSU were initially from wild origin, so in spite of
numerous theories we will never know where CWD actually
originated.
In the next paragraph according to the ACA analysis:
“estimates show that 7,000 to 15,000 CWD-infected animals
are being consumed by humans every year.” I would like to
know the scientific source of those estimates. But assuming
those numbers on CWD consumption are somewhere close to
correct, why after 50 years have there been zero cases of CWD
in humans?
The APW analysis as quoted by Mr. Rouse states that “these
sort of prion diseases are know for jumping species barriers.”
This is a patently false and completely incorrect statement
that is undocumented by any science. Bovine Spongiform
Encephalopathy (BSE) is the only prion disease that occurs
outside its primary host—not CWD, not scrapie, not mink
encephalopathy, not cat TSE, nor Kuru, and not CJD. Mr.
Rowledge is a Canadian inventor, producer, writer, businessman,
and public safety analyst. He is not a disease expert and has
no formal training or experience in animal diseases that would
qualify him as someone with understanding and knowledge
about the actual scientific facts about CWD. He is also an
admitted vocal opponent of the commercialization of wildlife
and the legal captive deer industry.
Mr. Tim Donges of QDMA (which is also in strong opposition
to the deer farming industry) stated in Rouse’s article “the
government has tried several means of containing the
disease, including radiation, burning the soil in furnaces and
formaldehyde with no success.” Some of those methods were
tried to decontaminate BSE prions, but I am totally unaware
of any data in peer-reviewed scientific journals using those
methods to “contain” CWD.
Further in the article, Donges stated that “CWD prion can be
moved by wind blowing dust or rain water moving contaminated
soil.” This is complete speculation, again not documented by
any science. This is a prime example of the type of rumors
which are circulated by those either ignorant or naïve about the
facts concerning CWD.
“Mice, opossum, etc. can move the prions”, another statement
not supported by published literature, as is “(p)rions can come
up though plants and other animals or humans could ingest
it.” This has never been shown to occur anywhere outside of
hamsters under laboratory conditions.
Lastly, Mr. Donges states, “It is a real possibility that the ‘deer
species’ could be extinct decades from now.” Perhaps he is
unaware that CWD is actually a rare disease. From 1998-2011,
the cumulative CWD surveillance data from USDA/APHIS/VS
reports that 1,015,826 deer were tested and only 4003 were
found to test positive. This means that CWD is a disease with a
test prevalence rate of 0.4% for the entire US for 12 years.
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Maybe Mr. Donges can explain how a disease that infects far
less than 1% of a population in the entire US could cause an
extinction. These comments were again from an individual who
is actually a real estate agent who has no disease training or
experience.
Experimental infections can be very informative, if they are
properly designed and properly reviewed. But things that
may be shown to be possible under controlled laboratory
conditions, may also have an extremely low or no probability of
occurring under natural conditions. “Possible” in the laboratory
does not equate with “probable” in nature. Also the results of
experiments should never be extrapolated to other species and
other conditions
On the bright side, toward the end of the article Mr. Rouse
was wise enough to include comments from Mr. Shane Hesting,
wildlife disease coordinator with the Kansas Department of
Wildlife Parks and Tourism. Quoting someone with actual
disease experience inserted some well-needed sanity and
realism into the article. “He (Hesting) cautioned the public not
to overreact to the results of the Canadian study saying they
haven’t yet officially peer-reviewed and published. He said a
similar study in Colorado failed to produce disease through
feeding of CWD-infected meat.”
If the results in the Canadian study are found to be valid and
finally published after peer review, there are some encouraging
points. CWD was not transmitted to the macaques by blood
transfusion or from prion exposure to breaks in the skin. While
macaques are not humans, those results suggest that those
two modes of transmission for CWD may not be as possible
and important as once thought.
In summary, I would strongly advise that you should remain
extremely skeptical and believe nothing that you might hear
about CWD, unless and until it can be verified by science.
Caution is key unless the information has been published in a
peer-reviewed scientific journal. There are a host of very good
reasons why the public holds the press, the TV media, and
politicians with distrust and in low regard. It would serve you
well to remember that fact when you hear or read information
about CWD.
Dr. Don Davis has earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in Biology
from the University of Austin, and both a Master’s degree in
Wildlife & Fisheries Science and a Ph.D. in Veterinary Public
Health from Texas A&M University. He served for 30 years as
an associate professor at Texas A&M, in the fields of veterinary
pathobiology and in wildlife & fisheries science. During his noted
career, Davis has been honored with both the Beecham Award
for Research Excellence and the USDA Superior Service Award
for Outstanding Research. He is a past president of the Texas
Chapter of the Wildlife Society, and has served on the boards
of numerous organizations, including the Wildlife Disease
Association and the United States Animal Health Association.
Davis has acted as a long-time scientific advisor to both the
Texas Deer Association and the Exotic Wildlife Association, in
addition to a number of other groups including the American
Cervid Association, the American Bison Association, North
American Deer Farmers, and the Deer Breeders Corporation.
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VOICES
BY LON KRIEGER

“How far out are you good for?” I ask.
“I’m solid to about 400 yards,” replies the shooting student.
“Fine. Show me.”

T

hat conversation has taken place more times than I can
remember when teaching field shooting skills over the
years. What follows the above conversation is to set up
8” round steel plates at various – and unknown – distances
from about 100 yards to more than 400 yards. Any shooting
aid you would carry with you in a hunting scenario is allowed.
Bipods, rangefinders and shooting sticks are fine, but no foldup benches, sandbags and such. Start close and work your
way back. 90+% of the time a miss occurs between 200
and 250 yards. That is your maximum hunting range. “But off
the bench...”, and “I’ll hit it with a second shot...”—these don’t
matter because they don’t exist in a hunting situation. I’m not
being tough—just real.
I just finished watching a show on one of the hunting
channels about a long range shooting school. The instructors
helped the students dial up their scopes (on the bench) and
make shots out to 900 yards. Using the rifles, scopes, ammo,
wind meters, shooting aids, skills, boots and toothpaste they
endorse, you, too, can hit prairie dogs in the next county. At the
end of the show, they only showed one shooter (an instructor)
make a 600 yard shot on an animal. What happened with all
the students? And in all the episodes, I’ve never seen a miss—
not even at 900 yards! Creative editing?
If you are reading this article, you most likely were blessed
with growing up hunting, still love doing it and in some way
make a living because of it. We are blessed! Some of our clients
weren’t as lucky and have fallen victim to the marketers and
advertisers in this arena. Why bother practicing when all you
need to do is buy the Big Eye Long Range Scope, download
the trajectory tables for your cartridge and get shooting?!
Never mind working on trigger control.
One of the greatest hunting authors of the 20th century
was Jack O’Connor. Jack was the biggest proponent of the
Winchester .270 and hunted all over North America with one.
Jack used a 4x scope on almost everything! He was a good
shot, but more importantly – Jack knew how to hunt! He
didn’t need a 24x scope, wind meter, extra high BC bullets and
trajectory computers. He would “get close, then get 10 yards
closer” to make a shot. Successful bowhunters offer the same
encouragement to me. If they are consistently successful, they
know how to hunt. I took a few deer with a bow a few decades
ago before someone stole it from me. I took that as a sign and
got back where I belonged – with my S&W .41 mag. Same game
as bowhunting, just using the right tool for me.
Trust me – I’m a BIG proponent of good optics, good bullets,
cover scents (not needed at 500 yards), and I like real wood
gun stocks, but these things help a hunter – not make a hunter.
Sadly, too many city hunters seem to think you can buy hunting
skills. It’s not their fault – they live in the city, make great
salaries, work really hard, but don’t have the time or upbringing
to learn the culture of hunting. To learn how to stand really
still – for a long time, to anticipate which way the deer will turn
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next, to know when the quarry is about to get out of Dodge.
They’re taught to get the best corn feeder, put out plenty of
box blinds and trail cameras, put on the ultimate camo clothes
(do we really need another camo pattern?) and put a GREAT,
BIG scope on your mega-magnum rifle. Sneak around in a plaid
shirt? How can that work?
As mentioned earlier, the latest craze is long range shooting.
Just buy all the gear (rifle, bullets, wind meter, trajectory
computer, bipod, shooting mat, rifle scope, spotting scope,
rangefinder, tactical underwear), attend a few shooting schools
to learn how to use all of this, then tell me what the wind is
doing at 700 yards. Coriolis Effect? It matters. Call the UT
astronomy department. And after all this you make a long
poke on a critter and hit it in the butt, you realize you haven’t
bothered to learn tracking skills. That’s ok, go have a scotch on
the rocks and let your guide track it.
I’m really not being cynical here - I’m counting my blessings!
First, I at least have a pretty good handle on being a complete
hunter and most of the skills that go along with that. Next, if
you want to be a long range shooter, please call me. I can fix
you up with all the optical equipment you need. That’s how I
make a living in the hunting world. Without that “city hunter”,
we wouldn’t be nearly as busy – or profitable – or rich. Rich as
in knowing the woodcraft we know, having all the experiences
we’ve had out with Momma Nature, getting to know her world.
Seeing fawns explore a brand new world, bucks proving to
each other who’s the boss, quail cleaning up all the corn you
spilled down the sendero, and a million other things poor old
city folks don’t know happens. I suppose we could get jobs in
the city making all that money, but I don’t think we’d be richer.
While there is no beating having the skills necessary to be a
good hunter, and in spite of what I’ve said above about tricked
out gear they really are coming out with some neat stuff to
help you be more successful in the field. Some of the new items
are questionable at best, however other things are just too cool
– like laser rangefinders, trail cameras, warm, dry clothes, and
something near to my heart – optics. These are all great, but
only help in being a good hunter.
To me, being capable of successfully hunting the wonderful
animals that populate this world with us is more than just
rewarding – I know that if need be, I can … get along. Think
of the 35 million people that live in Tokyo, the 25 million each
in Shanghai or Mexico City or 7 million in the Big Apple. If the
Big One ever hits (whatever the Big One may be), these folks
don’t even know which end of a gun goes bang, let alone how
to feed themselves with it. I’m reminded of a futuristic series
on TV awhile back where a dot-com millionaire in the post-Big
One world said “I’d gladly trade my $7 million IRA for one case
of Charmin”. Or as Bocephus says, “We can skin a buck, we
can run a trot line and a country boy can survive”. Count your
Blessings!
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THANK YOU TO OUR
2017 PAC SUSTAINING MEMBERS
BEN DOSKOCIL
CRAIG WILSON
DR JAMES KROLL
ERNEST RAMON
GILBERT ADAMS
JEFF JONES
KEVIN MILLER
MARTY BERRY
MIKE & LORI FORD
SCOTT W. BUGAI, DVM
TOM MALOUF
ZAC KENNEDY
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What is the TDA PAC?
TDA leads the way as the largest deer industry organization in Texas dedicated to protecting the rights of both the landowner
and the hunter. And, with the help of your donations, the TDA Political Action Committee (PAC) works to protect, improve
and promote that industry. To have a voice in Austin, we must support legislators who understand our issues and hear our
concerns. Their knowledge is our biggest asset.
Opponents to our industry want to impose their own agenda on Texas landowners and deer enthusiasts, creating unnecessary
government regulations costing our deer industry millions of dollars each year. Your PAC donations enable the TDA to
Working together, we can ensure the future of the deer industry in our great state for generations to come.

PLEASE DONATE TODAY!
texasdeerassociation.com
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PARTING SHOT

OUT OF THE ORDINARY II:

A FEW MORE UNUSUAL HAPPENINGS
BY JUDY BISHOP JUREK

The official state plant of Texas, this prickly pear cactus caught the author’s attention due to sporting both an orange and a
yellow bloom on a single pad. A honey bee was captured leaving with pollen. Photos by Judy Bishop Jurek

R

ounding a sharp curve on a quiet farm-to-market road off
the beaten path, I was astonished to see a flock of turkeys
standing in the center of the pavement. More surprising
was that one was solid white! Since I was driving slowly due
to the hard bend just navigated, I was able to stop completely.
The turkeys, both hens and gobblers, began to migrate toward
a gate with a gravel path leading up a steep hill.
Grabbing my iphone I snapped a few photos. I could not tell
the sex of the white turkey. It was as tall as the gobblers but
lacked a visible beard. Its body, however, was small like the hens
in the flock. I was not close enough to see if perhaps it had red
eyes as an indication of being an albino. In only a few minutes
all birds zipped through a wide gap between the gate and
brace post to disappear in the brush.
Showing the photos and inquiring with locals as well as a
wildlife biologist produced two possibilities. The first and most
popular consensus was a domestic turkey had simply joined its
Rio Grande cousins for an escape to the wild side of life. The
other conjecture supposed a Rio Grande was born white with
or without being a true albino. Several folks said they had seen
the white turkey as the birds it ran with were somewhat of a
resident flock to the area. That white turkey was most certainly
something out of the ordinary.
Previously I wrote about unusual occurrences, encounters,
and happenings that many friends and I had experienced (“Out
of the Ordinary,” TRACKS July/Aug 2016). That article began
somewhat similar to what you are about to read but I believe it
is worth repeating as well as essential to setting the tone for a
second installment.
Ordinary: Webster’s definition states ordinary as being ‘of
a kind to be expected in the normal order of events; routine;
usual; of common quality, rank, or ability.’ My well-worn
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thesaurus bears similar meanings as normal, commonplace,
usual, regular, everyday, conventional, average, familiar, routine,
common, mundane, run of the mill, dull, drab, and predictable—
just to name a few.
Every day, every hour a person sees, hears, feels, smells, and
tastes familiar things. However, when something occurs out of
the ordinary, a brand new sensation is produced. That initial
reaction may be amazing or horrible or anywhere in between
but whatever way it strikes it is likely to be unforgettable simply
because it was out of the ordinary.
And that, my friend, is what this article is about…the unusual,
uncommon, and perhaps even extraordinary scenes or events
that everyone, at one time or another, has experienced.
Observing the white turkey among a flock of obviously wild
ones was certainly out of the ordinary. Please read on for more.
~

~

~

A similar turkey tale occurred this past spring on State
Highway 41 between Mountain Home and Garven Store. Headed
west on a February morning the day was heating up fast. At
first I thought a group of goats were under a giant live oak
but as we passed I realized it was a huge flock of wild turkeys.
Immediately, we turned around to try to get photos.
Stopping alongside the high fence, the Rio Grandes did not
appear scared. My husband began imitating a hen producing
deafening gobbles complete with fanning, strutting and
strumming from the numerous males in the group. I got right
up to the fence and snapped photos. Another motorist also
turned around, exited his car, and also began photographing
the poultry crowd.
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Romeo appeared one spring day at a truly remote South
Texas deer camp. The affectionate male showed often for 5
years, sometimes staying the entire deer season where he’d
fatten up and get lazy.
It was quite unique, although after about five minutes they
began to move away from the shade. Three weeks later we
were once again on the same roadway. I had just remarked how
cool it would be to see the turkeys again when—lo and behold—
there they were once more! This time I made a video of the
encounter as it was a most memorable event… that happened
twice!
Kevin reported seeing a Mason County wild turkey hen with
an arrow completely through its body. “Didn’t seem to faze it
any,” Kevin said, “It could fly and everything. I saw it several
times over two years but I never had a camera with me or saw
it during deer or turkey season.” That was something out of the
ordinary for sure.
Meghan’s green thumb is evident around her home. She
cultivates a wide variety of both flowers and flowering plants
and shrubs as attractants for butterflies and hummingbirds. Her
yard is filled daily with colorful fluttering acrobats cascading
everywhere. One day while watering plants Meghan spied a
purple butterfly.
“I’ll never forget it. It wasn’t black or blue but a distinct dark
yet bright purple, just gorgeous. Not large but not small either.
I was simply amazed!” Meghan stated with
much enthusiasm. “I contemplated trying
to capture it but did not do so. An internet
search revealed nothing. I really don’t
know if it was simply an anomaly of nature,
an invasive species, or what, but I’ve never
seen it, or another one, again.”
Taking a late springtime evening stroll
with my canine, Zarr, I was admiring the
plentiful cactus blooms. One in particular
caught my attention as it had both an
orange and a yellow flower on the same
palm. I began looking around but no
other single paddles had different colored
blooms. Thinking this was quite unique I
retrieved my camera for documentation.
A bit of research revealed that the Prickly
Pear Cactus is the official state plant of
Texas. Also, while not overly common it
is possible for different colored flowers to
emerge from a single pad. Neither of those
facts was known to me so I learned two
new things simply by seeing an out of the
ordinary cacti in bloom.
Linda was sitting at a picnic table at a
very remote South Texas deer lease. This

2,000 acre ranch was surrounded on all sides by even larger
ranches with no full time residents at any of them. Suddenly a
thin lanky solid black cat with dark yellow eyes came strolling
up like he owned the place to sit and gaze at Linda and friends.
Calling “Kitty, kitty,” he came right over to curl around her legs
and purr like a diesel engine.
“We named him Romeo. He was so handsome, friendly, and
young as he would streak up mesquite trees and chase lizards
but also quite affectionate,” said Linda. “I wanted to take him
home but knew he was an outdoor wild cat even if tame. He
would not like Houston!”
Romeo appeared often over an almost five year period. He
grew into a powerful fearsome looking tom with a huge head.
One deer season the feline stayed the entire time as hunters
were there constantly; he fattened up quite nicely although
otherwise he was always thin yet muscular. A few times he
appeared with cuts, scrapes, and even an eye swollen shut likely
from romantic as well as survival escapades.
It was a bit uncanny how this cat would appear an hour
or day after people arrived at camp. Linda learned Romeo
occasionally visited another camp almost two miles away. They
simply called him Tom. “Everyone looked forward to Romeo’s
visits. I most enjoyed him sitting in my lap around the campfire.
We would treat him for fleas and ticks but knew one day we
would never see him again.”
With a hint of sadness, Linda added, “It’s been several years
since we last saw him. He was an amazing cat. I would say he
was out of the ordinary partly due to his being quite a character
but partly because he was a survivor out in the tough brush
country. I loved him and think of him every time I’m at camp.”
The skies over the Lone Star state, or anywhere for that
matter, often hold unusual sights. The bad thing is something
may occur only for a second or two. Meteorites, which most of
us prefer to call “falling stars”, are one such spectacle. Lightning
is another as it may streak across the sky in astonishing, scary
and often awesome displays.
Clouds create figures and pictures of all kinds if you only take
time to look. As a child (way before fire ants) we would lie on
the ground and watch for the face or outline of an old man,
puppy, fish, house, tree, bird or just about anything you could
imagine. Try it sometime; it is quite fun and entertaining.
The condensation left behind a jet aircraft is called a contrail.
Contrails often generate interesting images but similar to
clouds they are quick to disappear. One evening I witnessed
a contrail straight across an early rising moon. It was a really
intriguing sight.

This flock of Rio Grande hens and gobblers appeared tame and unafraid as the
author and an unnamed motorist took photos only a few feet away.
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The sky often produces an out of the ordinary scene such
as these contrails depicting a cross. Having a camera handy
helps record unusual experiences.

tree leaves and tall brush and even lying flat trying to graze off
the ground. Recently we sighted three axis with no antlers, one
of which you could slightly see the ribs. We like to think it is that
buck surviving much better now that his antlers shed.
Another out of the ordinary sighting occurred a few years
back while hunting in Mexico. Sitting in a high rack on a 4WD
truck, it was bitterly cold with scattered snowflakes and some
freezing drizzle falling on us. The guide, two other hunters, and
I watched in wonderment as a big nine-point buck I was after
appeared across a small lake about a quarter mile away. Steam
was coming off his body and his tongue hung out as the buck
panted like a dog.
Wading into the water, the buck suddenly laid down
completely with only his head above water. After nearly five
full minutes the nine stood up, shook himself off (again like a
canine), and headed back into the brush on a full run. He was
promptly dubbed The Hippo. It was another week before I
was able to put Hippo on my wall but that out of the ordinary
experience is burned in my memory forever.
Invited to a friend’s ranch we had never visited before, at
the ranch entrance we saw a cattle guard. Not unusual, right?
Wrong! This one was peaked in the center like a small mountain.
Not sure exactly how it worked, we exited the truck to inspect it
up close as we had never seen one like it.
Sure enough, as a vehicle’s tires touched it, the guard pipes
lower flat allowing proper passage over…then slowly rise back
up into a peak.
Talk about cool! The ranch owner said it certainly keeps out
unwanted visitors unsure whether to attempt crossing it or not.
It also keeps his Longhorns in the pasture. That unique, unusual
cattle guard is most definitely out of the ordinary!
There are many more stories from people throughout all
walks of life. Many, of course, involve wildlife, birds, insects, fish,
livestock, pets, and just about anything else out there in the
world. Pay attention around you, as you never know when you
may experience something out of the ordinary!
An avid outdoors gal and lifelong rural resident, Judy
Bishop Jurek enjoys sharing her own experiences and the
adventures of others through writing. She may be reached at
redwriter@1skyconnect.net.

Deb was almost home after an excruciating day at work that
had ended with bad news about a close friend and co-worker’s
health. Pulling into her driveway, she looked up to see a contrail
cross in the sky. She stopped immediately.
Feeling it was a sign, Deb said a
prayer for her friend while also giving
thanks for her life’s many blessings.
Staring at the cross in the sky, it
suddenly dawned on her to take a
photo. Grabbing her cell phone, she
recorded that special moment. Her coworker friend’s health improved rapidly,
something Deb attributes to the power
of prayer but also due to the heavenly
sign she saw that day.
Behind a game-proof fence one day
we spied several trophy axis bucks. As
we stopped to get a better look, a funny
thing occurred. An axis buck lying flat
made somewhat of a roll around before
standing up quite awkwardly…it was
due to one antler being damaged and
growing downward instead of upward.
As this was on a road we traveled
about once per week, we began to see
this deer often.
Although you could see his ribs,
backbone and hip bones, the axis did
not appear to be totally starving, just
very thin. We observed him several This writer heard an unusual bird song one day and finally discovered the singer, a
times in the same area browsing on beautiful turquoise parakeet sixteen miles from the nearest town.
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EVENT CALENDAR

OCTOBER
JULY

23-24
JANUARY

29
14

4-7
TPWD Headquarters

Brush Country
Lonehollow
TexasBash
Deer Summit
The Reserve,
Dancing Elk Alexander Ranch
CO Rd 351, Mathis TX 78368
8:00am –Midnight

Lonehollow Whitetails Mountain Home, TX

Texas Parks & Wildlife
Commission Meeting

Dallas
Safari
Club
4200 Smith
School
Road
Austin,
TX Hutchison Convention Center,
Kay
Bailey
Dallas
(TDA Attending not exhibiting)

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER
12-13

10-12
Texas Deer Association

High Roller Ranch Celebration
& Premier Deer Auction
2nd Roller
Annual
TDA Dove Hunt at G5
High
Ranch,
Center
RanchTX

23

Board
of Directors
Meeting
19th
Annual
Texas Deer
Association
Convention
Jerry Johnston Ranch
TX
JW Castroville,
Marriott Hill Country
Resort & Spa
11:00am
4:00pm
23808
Resort–Parkway,
San Antonio, TX 78261

27

G5 Ranch, Pearsall TX

9-10
NOVEMBER

Texas Deer Association Winter
Sale

1-2

Embassy Suites & Conference Center,
1001 E McCarty Lane, San Marcos, TX
Texas Parks & Wildlife
78666

Commission Meeting
TPWD Headquarters
4200 Smith School Road
Austin, TX

APRIL

14JANUARY
		
Hoffpauir Day

24-25

Hoffpauir Ranch,
Lampasas, TX

Texas Parks & Wildlife
Commission Meeting

FEBRUARY

MAY

26

2-3

Empire Ranch Open House

Ropin’ & Smokin’

11-12

OCTOBER

12:00pm to 8:00pm
Mc Mullen County

17-18

Richard M Borchard Regional Fairgrounds,

USAHA Annual Conference

1213 Terry Shamsie Blvd, Robstown, TX
78330
Town & Country Hotel San Diego, CA

TPWD Headquarters
4200 Smith School Road
Austin, TX

Brush To Bay
Bluff’s Landing Marina & Lodge,
4242 Laguna Shores Drive,
Corpus Christi, TX 78418

Ideal hunting, campground,
resort, residence & more

M
N
EN
VE
AV
HA
LH
AIIL
TA
ET
TE
HIIT
WH
PW
OP
TO
NT
AIIN
TA
NT
UN
MO
OU
● Beautiful 5 BR manor lodge
● Hi fencing on 300+-acres
● Trail network & elevated blinds
● Recreational equipment
● 2 & 3-Bay equipment buildings
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● Naturally bred deer & doe
● Spring-fed lake & pond
● Pavilions & BBQ station
● Maintenance equipment
● Lake cabin & more
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2 new designs!
R

U.S. PATENTS 8201520, 7370605, 6920841, D575908, D599503, D602649, D603104, D603105, D604017, D603566, D624706, D624708, D622453, D624707, D636942, D629572,
D629976, D629975, D624709, D630802, D630653, D647253, D642750, D681883, 9278813, 9554555 • OTHER PATENTS PENDING • U.S. TRADEMARKS 3629190 & 3625066

5’6” overall height

BuilT RighT
the fiRsT Time tO
last a lifeTime

intrOducinG Our new
fish feeder desiGns

lOw prOfile
spinner
feeder

lOw prOfile
directiOnal
feeder

The

“share-krOpper”
Directional Feeder spreads heavier feed
out to 50’ in a 20’ wide pattern.
Spinner Feeder spreads up to 360 o .

halF-baCk protein FeeDer
• 700 lb. capacity has 4 feed ports
• 1000 lb. capacity has 6 feed ports

Outback Gives superiOr service
On all Our prOducts

O

O

• satisFaction guaranteeD
• Delivery & Q uantity Discounts

Works equally well with
all types of fish feed,
corn or milo

Deer FeeDers • Multi-PurPose FeeDers • Quail FeeDers • turkey FeeDers
Bulk FeeD trailers, HoPPers & Bins • FisH FeeDers • alFalFa FeeDers
Water trougHs • Water stations • FeeDer Pens • Hog traPs
gaMe racks • sHooting BencHes • gaMe loaDers
gaMe cleaning carts • Fire Pits
MicroWave grills

• Can be placed on a pier, dock,
bank or truck
• 24” tank diameter holds 175#
floating fish feed or 300# corn
• 54” tall & 3’x3’ at base
outbaCk features the tiMer 12-Volt
Control unit with a 5 year warranty

NEW DESIGN!

The “grub-shak” comes standard with all the
ruggedness & reliability Outback is known for.

CF CORN FEEDER
with Solar Powered Timer
• 600, 1000, 2000 & 3000 lb. capacities

CP GRAVITY FLOW PROTEIN FEEDER
• 1000, 2000 & 3000 lb. capacities

“Grub-Shak” open-trouGh
REGuLATED FEEDER
• Feed all types of animals including deer,
sheep, goats, horses, cattle, etc.
• 1000 & 2000 lb. capacities
• built-in rain shield
• removable ladder & platform included

Get Outback’s MaxiMuM Quality
in these sMaller sizes!
“babY-baCk” SerieS VerY
LOW PROFILE FEEDERS
• 360o corn distribution
or up to 50 feet in one
direction via outback’s
“pistolero” directional unit
• 400, 600 & 1000 lb.
capacities

h
Outback
feeders are
wind prOOf &
weather prOOf

36” height
400# cap.

42” height
600# cap.

42” height
1000# cap.

Shown with pistolero
42” height
600# cap.

903.734.4210 • 800.396.6313 • e-mail: rickmeritt@yahoo.com

See all our products! Contact us for a brochure or see online at outbackfeeders.com or kickinbackkreations.com
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Hat Creek Ranch
551± A M C

Uniquely suited to the South Texas and Hill Country Lifestyle, the Hat Creek Ranch offers both
large scale entertainment possibilities and quiet retreat areas. This is a privately gated 551±
acre estate, which has been designed for the equestrian lifestyle.
The diverse topography of this ranch also provides opportunity for the nature lover and outdoor enthusiast. Lush green pastures lead to the wet-weather Deep Creek Gorge giving ample
forage and cover to an abundance of South Texas wildlife. The property provides majestic
oaks, wooded trails and elevations with spectacular views to explore and fascinate. The Hat
Creek Ranch will provide privacy and opportunity to explore a range of uses and recreational
interest.

TEXASRANCHSALESLLC.COM
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WE’VE
MOVED!

MAILING ADDRESS:
3112 WINDSOR ROAD #A379
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78703
PHYSICAL ADDRESS:
1464 E. WHITESTONE BLVD. SUITE 1102
CEDAR PARK, TEXAS 78613
WWW.TEXASDEERASSOCIATION.COM
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KDH Whitetail Nursery

CLASSIFIEDS
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find us on
instagram

@TEXASDEERASSOCIATION

follow us
on social media!

@Txdeerassoc

stay up to
date on all
things #txlege

127K

FOLLOWERS
ON FACEBOOK!
WWW.TEXASDEERASSOCIATION.COM
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3S Whitetails..............................................52

Flying 5B Ranch......................................105

Paco Deer Co.............................................73

4M Whitetails.............................................58

G2 Ranch..............................................59, 79

Pine Meadow Ranch...............................101

4N Ranches................................................75

Gist Kinsman Ranch ...............15,33,37,45

Purina.................................................................1

ADM Animal Nutrition............................18

Highroller Whitetails...............................49

Record Rack...............................................39

All Seasons Feeders...............................88

High Wide & Heavy Whitetails...........78

Red Stag Ranch.......................................64

Big Rack Ranch .......................................83

Hoffpauir........................................................13

Revels Racks...............................................74

Bison Coolers............................................53

Hurley Auctions........................................96

Rockstar Whitetails.IFC,IBC, BC,CS,CF

Blackjack Whitetails................................81

J4 Fencing.................................................106

Rocky Ridge Whitetails.........................93

Blue Creek Whitetails...............................8

KDH Nursery.............................................104

RR Ranch..................................................17,31

Captial Farm Credit................................28

Limitless Genetics...................................44

SASCO .........................................................68

Classic Canyon Ranch...........................29

Lonehollow Whitetails.............................9

Summit Whitetails & Exotics............100

Cross Canyon Whitetails.........................11

Lyssy & Eckel..............................................56

Tajada Whitetails................................62,63

Cypress Ridge Whitetails........23,35,55

Massy Hollow Ranch........................94,95

Texas Hunter Products..........................65

Derby Sand Ranch...................................16

Mossy Rock Whitetails..........................38

Texas Racnch Sales..........................98,99

Double Dime Whitetails........................22

MVP Whitetails........................................106

The Refuge Whitetails...........................82

Easley Does It Whitetails....................104

NADR............................................................89

Trophy Ridge Whitetails......................102

Empire Ranch...............................................5

Outback Wildlife Feeders....................97

Wilks Whitetails.........................................10
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